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Preface 
Hy interest in the masque resulted .from a seminar con-
ducted by Dr. Edward C .. Peplc, Dea.n of thf1 Graduate School 
at the Un:tver~1ity of FHchmond, in English drama; prior to 
J 6!1-2. After re~1earchir:e:, material a.bout the masque for a 
term tfiosis, and porticularly tho period of its history 
rourt nw.r:;ques r·espectively, I bocamo even more interostod 
j n tLis unique !f but almost fo:r'r-,otten, pastime. It ::>oemed 
,,1n~: ow~ that the mnc::que--wri:i. ch had its begi rinlngs i.r.:. anti-
qujty e.nd 3..ts r.:·1 r)1 :point of development during the seventeenth 
centuJ•y--had lv.,<~0me a thing o.f t~'1c past~ 
;r:.y thankn a.re given to Dr o Peple for his helpflJl com-
ments and critical suggestions in directine the work of 
this ps.ner. His advice was :invaluable, e.nd a11.tJays made the 
paper better. Also~ I want to thank Dr. William B. Guthrie, 
Ch~Jirman of the Department o.f Enr,lish at the University of' 
,!lchmond, who ree.d the manuscr:'i.r,;t, nnd stT'engthened it with 
L"=> '-'··~1pfu} advice. With,mt tl1eir assistn.nco, this wor'k 
,,;c;nld hsve been lripos s ib1e. 
, , I w:ish to thank .Toan 11 my w:i.fc 1 who a.1wr~;r;; 
:re;· tircl es~'· 8fforts In pr·oof:r·.,ndinp; and typing r~o unsur-
Introduction 
In tho Courts of the Tudors and the Stuarts· flourished 
a i'orrn of' entertainment known as the mrtsq~. This exclusive 
pastlme was characterized by r:;orgeous cos+;umes, inp;enlous 
sets, lmar~:Lrint:tve scenery, mm:Ic, dialogue, and dnncine;. 
Dr!ncine; was tho most important element. It is said that 
11 from the hep; inning to the end oi' :t ts history, the essence 
of the masque was the arrival of certain persons vizored 
d d • • l .._ d ' t ff • II l an iasuise~ ~o ance a aance or presen an o.· ering, 
often in tho form of a compliment to the monarch. Dancing 
e~:t&.hlished a c1ose intimacy between the masquers--the dis-
p:t.: isod performers in the mo.sque--and the audience. It 
offered the latter a degree of participation in the enter-
ta5.nnient. rPhe masque was a rl:lverDion in wh5.cb members of 
the Gou.rt took part, and o:ften tho monnrch was the chief 
rn1ough the masque is usu.ally associated with the Court 
or upperclasses, it had its roots deep in primitive agri-
cultural festivals and folk customs. At ce1~te.in times of 
the year, dis.r:uised vi11a.p.;ers, enllod mummers, per.formed 
.. . ----···--
ritualistic activities and danced in order to brin~ good 
lu01' upon themselves and tho:i.r crops. Mu:nrners pt)Y'tc.(ied 
-·------------------
1'he rouri. Masque (New York, 1962), 
throur~ the streets and passed in and out o.f houses. 
Althoufh their activities may seem wiJd and strange to us, 
they were .filled with purpose. Although these events were 
not part of any official religious occasion, they signified 
more than ju.st e. mere foolish diversivn. They were more· than 
games; but gradually these pastimes lost any religious 
sie;n1ficance they had held. A trans.for'mation began to occur 
with tho activities that had started with tho mummers. 
~ .. JnorE:if.lS the mu1mners had ·been membcr•s of the pensantry, their 
performance~ were CTradually ndopted by the educated and 
more soph:lsticated fop their own divers:l.ons. The new 
• , ~ J 1 1 • • t,,. ti ti f 1·· t rrnnc:. .. e c nss .)er:an onJoying 11e games as a orm o. on er--
te.inment. Ev0ntu.all:y the former activities o.f the mumrners 
developed into the Court Mar:;que. 
During the lon,r; and involved development of the masque, 
trwre wer/9 several elements, o.ften overlappinr.; in meaning, 
comin~ to~ether to form the courtly pastim8-BS it is 
tho:1r;ht of' tod2v. Al thoug··1 tho torms do r.:.d; c:i.lways have 
clear distinr:ti0ns, the followi!'.lg definitions are usually 
ace.opted. The term ludus, a. comprehens ivc-~ designation, 
was r,iven to any k:tnd of game, sport, or spectacle. One 
very important kind of lug.us was mumming, a proce.sslon of 
dis~uised people who eitbBr danced or pleyed dice silently 
at so:·.1eorw 1 ~1 hou.se. The most famous murn.rri:lng occurrod in 
lJ?'I when mmnmer·s (a term which eventually became used f'or 
.... h . , , • . ' ~ t l ) . . ' d R . h d -· ·r T v.io.-:;e wno aiceci s lJ.en y v:1s J .. Ge --. ic ar .I..~_. In the 
f'j_ftu0nth century rnumminr; and disP:ui.sing were used synonymously 
iv 
at Court to mean a disguised group of persons who performed 
a dance o~ 3ome other prearranged activity there. Also, 
the word momerie was used interchangeably -with dise;ulsine; 
and mmnmin["., or the variant spelling mummEJr"y. By the six-
teenth century, a distinction hn.d been made among disgu:t~:iinc 
and ~)'."ie and ml:lmminc;_. Al though disguis :i.ng could ~;till 
be used for any kind of dressine; up at Court, it could 
also refer to entertainment with a somewhat dramatic element. 
Mornerie originally referred to the masked cortege of dancers 
or dice players. Gradually it was used for both the 
corte~e and the d.ramatic element of the entertainment. And 
finally its mea.ning reverted to a definition of 11 tho pro-
cos s ion of dice players. 11 I~ummiE_f:,_, too, wn.s used tc do~d-e-
n~te tho pr~cession. Grudu~lly all dr&mntic elemonts of 
i,he J_udi were absorbed by the Tta.J.ia.n m0:.'.~1u.er•ade, n word used 
!'or· the merriment and dis~uisir:; (dressj_np; up ln co::iturnes) 
of' the Carn:":..va.1 season. Alcw of Ita1ia.n orie;in, rna_sld.ng .. 
was used for dressing up and dls~uising at the Carnival 
t:i.me. It vi8..S used to distinguish the somewhat less formal 
merrima.king f'rom the more formal and orr:;nnized masquerade_ .. 
rL'hf, Enrc;linh used the term ~orie for masguerad<?. It is 
::iaid tha.t the English masque js a ft:tsion of elementG from 
the masquerie of Italy n_nd EnrrJ lsh disp;ui::> :i_ng. 
came into u_sc in Eng1 r;nd in tho er:n·J y 
six~eonth century~ The speJlins masau~ did not come in 
11 :naske 1 seems to be dcr-:lvcd f:rom a 'J1euton1c root 
~elated to Lat. mascula, ~nd means a 'net' or •stain'. 
Both 1 nws ke r nnd 'maskel' o_re M. D~ .. forms; but • • • 
[ChDmbex•s ,Joos] not find tho Hord used in ·connexion 
with disgui3inr~s, either for the performance or for 
the vizard, before 1512, Hall's book was unfinished 
fat his death in 1547, and for him 'mask' and it;s 
derivative 'masker' are ree;ular f'or the performance 
and the performer. For the face-mask he retains . 
'viser.i. In those of Cmrnrden 1 s time 'maske' and its 
derivatives are established." The French word ffi[):.§lque 
first apnes..1"0Hi in the s ixt30nth century. Although 
Ly]y used masque before Jonson, it was the latter who 
~--:tcreotyped the word to tho partiC'.nlar,..,1dnd of Court 
entertainment developing v.t th:ls tJ:no .. c_ 
in this p[l.p::r, for the sake of convenionco, the spelling 
rn.D.'.;u: 1 e will be Lrned to denote the ont:;rtainm0nt. 
to Y'1C~'.3.n f'. moveahle wagon on wlt:Ld1 theatrical props, sets, and 
per i"orrn-~r.:3 were transported in med:ieva1 entertainment. 
?ue;eant::: were still used at Goupt durinp; tlk; reign of Queen 
-·1. ' th i.!J. _i;~.r~_on _,. • 
Th0 term m&soue was first applied to a Court ontortain-
----
r:cnt .in 151.2 by the chror1icler fi~dward Ha11. !lenry VITT 1 s 
ludi and Italian spectacle3 of tho sixteenth century. 
:influence~ both French a:-id Italian, e_ffected tho 
dovelopment of t.he masque thrrm 1~hou_t its history.) An 
important feature o:r Henry's l~§us was tho fo.ct that the 
m·u:~q unrs nnd guo::i ts danced togetbcr. Somo au thor>:i.t:-i.es 
he-!. ie're th::;_t it was this ovont trw.t cau::!ed :1:-i.11 to \Lo;1ignato 
hofo~a hoe~ 3e0n in ~n~land. lthor disn~rce with his 
---- ·---- ~------- ___ .. _,_·-··- -··---------
vi 
was the innovat~on. 
Tho masque continued to develop during Elizabeth's 
reign, and James I adopted it as his entertainment at Court 
when he ascended the tb.rone in 1603. The high point of 
development in the mnsque was reach during the pre-rivil 
1:/a:r per:Lod th.l'ough the joint contributions of Ben .Tonson 
and Inigo .Jones • Their partnership of a qu.arter or D century 
formed one of the p;reat perj_ods in the h:l.s tory of the nwsque. 
Jonson was the ~reat poet, Rnd Jones was the celebrated 
scen:i..c designer" 11 Durinp the t:i.me of KJ.ng James those two 
difficult and domineerinp men worked together in uneasy 
compromise_, nnd script, scene and music r,re:rc h.old in an 
ideal balan<:e. 11 3 
Jons on developed the ant:i.r:itl.E.: rpic, a 11 l:Lttle mMHJl.l.0 11 
:)re csdinr; the ma.in entertainrnont n.rvl sorv:i ng as a f'oil or 
antitb.esis to the beauty and ~:plcndor of ·i.he :raasc.;ue, r;.~1d he 
'-·:1) '. i. t s ubordirla. te to the main m1.sque. Other writers 
m.'J.sr.:rn to assume a larp;er pa1"t in the performance.. Other 
poets p0r1nit~ed the specte.cular aspects of the masque to 
beco~a dominant rather than ~eop them in an equal 6r a 
.somn',1'10. t subord:tn8.te pos i ti.on to the mas:;ue, as .Jonson 
--------··--------------
( ~ambridge, 1962), p. lli.C3. 
vi. l 
dif:'.'erences and to compromise their divergent artistic 
philosophies, Jonson and Jones dissolved the partnership 
after the production of Chloridia in 1631. Jones became 
more important at Court than his partner and, consequently, 
caused Jonson to lose favor there. Although Jonson was 
nevor again asJn:.d to contribute to a Court masque after 
ChJ,?.:_r•id~~, Jones remained the cbin!' scenic doslgner there 
throit_:~h the performance of SaJ.1110.cida. Snolin in 16LLO. Thls 
.. --·-··-- ' 
wa::i tho 1ast masque performed at Court before the Puritans 
neizGd control of the government. Although there were a 
few ~asques after the Restoration, they are insignificant 
.·ind rer:.J.ly not a part of the h:is topy of the masque. 
''The histr)ry or the masque ends abru11tJ:y wi tb the 
outbreak of r.iv11 war, but it cou] d hardl" h~tve l~rntcd 
m11 ch -Longe:r- even if there hnd been no nevollttion. 11 ~· 1:J-i th 
.Ton.son's decline at Court and a rela.x.ation o.f rest.rictive 
me:-.•.~ t.J.:res to keep both the antir:ias()UG in place and tho 
SfH;~tacl)J.ar aspects from dor:1inat:i.ng the performance, a 
go~eral detorioration set in upon the masque. It :finally 
lost ~hatever artistic value it had. 
Gradually the spirit of' the dance faded out of 
the English masque, and when this happened the 
day of the masque was over, for in spite o:f all 
the efforts of tho drnmntlsts it war; nover rea}J.y 
turned into art; it wa:.:~ alw:iys a form 0:f' a.muse~- · 
ment and revellinR, closely bound up with the 
social system, and thorofore unable to~survive 
tho social revolution of the Puritans. 7 
The Puritans e.tta~ked tho masque for religiou:::1 and 
-------··------
i.i·Wolsf'ord, p .. 243. 
p. 2hL~. 
viii 
moral reasons, as they objected to all theatrical enter-
taim~1ent. They objected to the great expense of the mE,_sque. 
'11he production of a masque was actually too expensive for 
any one to indulge in except the weal thy fei,r. For this re a-
son, it became almost exclusively associated with the Crown. 
f'.l thou_r.:h there were occasional masques in the homes of 
nobles, this study directs itnelf only to those masques 
associated with the Court. Also, the masques discussed in 
this paper do not represent an inclusive ll.qt. There were 
many other masques presented at Court besides those, but 
these arc the Of'.c!3, it is f'elt, that were most important 
in the development of the masque. 
Chapter I 
The history of the masque be~ins in antiquity with the 
dnnces at seasonal festivals such as sprinE, the harvest, 
2n.d the t·.rinter solstice. The development of tho masque is 
very closely involved with the history of primitive agri-
ealturo.l festivsls. At these important periods of the year, 
mLmr·iers appen.red disguised in ve1~etation or animnl skins 
and paraded tbrough the fields n.n<l. streets o:f v:ll lo.ges.. rI'he 
perhaps has it::: Y'oots in antiqu.ity in a meaning 
·which wavers between "the won.r•o:r> of a facc.;-mn.sk 11 and a 11 demon, 
shost or witch. 11 1 Used ver;r generally fol"' those who pe.raded 
the s t.reets, the term ~~ impl:i.es 11 a set of disguised 
persons who perform some action which is of' ritual origin but 
has little or no connection with the great historical and 
official relir,ions, although it :Ls still performed as a 
good custom rather than as n. mere game. 11 2 
It ls said thnt "the story of the masque is the tale 
of how the magic of the mu.m:,1er~1 wn.s transformed into a noble 
pas tirn.e and only just failed to 'on come an endu.ring art., 11 3 
lwelsford, p. 17. 
2-, .. IoHt., pp. l~.-5. 
3Ibid., p. 18. 
2 
Often masked, mummers went in procession through a village, 
passed in and out of houses, shouted, and made much merriment 
and celebration. They danced around a particular tree or 
Maypole and usually chose a leade:r or ruler. Sometimes they 
kil1ed an animal and fought a mock battlt:). Although these 
activities seem primitive and pointless and accompanied by 
a lot of roolishness, there were prescribed pRtterns of 
act1on, and they were meaningful to tha early· peoples.~. 
An early example of mummers appeared during the days 
of the Roman Empire when the people celebrated the Ka.lends 
of January. This was a festl.val observed at the beginning 
of the new year. It was characterized by an inversion of 
all customs and a relaxation of all rules of behavior. Mum-
mers paraded through the streets dressed in skins, masks, 
feminine attire, and other disr;uisings. This custom became so 
populF-r that early Christia.n ecclesiastics strongly criticized 
their brethren in the fo1loV-ring denunciation.: 
these miserable men, and still worse, some baptized 
Christians take on false likenesses and monstrous 
faces, of which peoplB should rather be ashamed 
and sad • • • • Others dress themselves up in the 
hides of their cattle; others put on the heads of 
animals •••• · How horrible is it, further, that 
those who have been born men take on women's 
dresses, and effeminate thoir manhood by girls' 
dresses in an abominable masqueradet5 
Mummers were particularly familiar to English villages 
at rhristmastide when they disguised themselves and performed 
a traditional play involving "a .fight, the death or the hero, 
---· 
l+Ibjd., p. 3. 
5Tuid., p. 10. 
his revival by the doctor, and a final qu3te or money 
collection. 11 6 
3 
A part of the early history of the masque is associated 
with the Christmastide and other religious festival celebra-
tions. Among the Christmastide traditions of early peoples 
was the belief in the presence of ghosts and spirits, to 
whom food offerings were made as a propi t:I.ation and as 
insurance for good tidings. The beginning of the winter was 
also the beginning of the new year for the Celts and the 
'I'eutons. From mid-November until mid-.Tanuary, they eelebrated 
a mid-winter festival from which the word Yule is derived. 
Yuletide was an ominous season. Tn medieval times on New 
Ye~r•s Day, which was also the first day of winter, and also 
sometimes on r.hr:i.stmas and Epiphany, a Table of Portune was 
loaded with food and drink and was set outside for wandering 
spirits to enjoy. In England this bountiful table was 
intended ~s a spirit banquet. In disguise individuals imper-
sonated the spirits and sometimes ate the feast. As late as 
1493 a remlnder we.s still given for "alle 'that take hede to 
dysmal dayes, or use nyce observa.unces in the newe moone, or 
in the new yere, as setting of' mete or drynke, by nighte on 
the benche to fade Alholde or Gobelyn., 11 7 
Primitive people thought that one could achieve a 
relation.ship or a com."ilunion with a departed one by masquer-
ading as that person. 
6-- i -~., p. 4. 
7 Ib id • , p • 11 • 
The mummers, still more the maskers,· are men who, 
having put themselves in close contact with spirits 
or divine beings greater than themselves, are in a 
state of enhanced vitality, and are therefore able · 
to perform with peculiar effectiveness ritual actions 
which promote the growth of 'legetation, the pr•o-
ductiveness of the family ·and the ~eneral luck and 
well-being of the whole community.5 
Although the people remained.superstitious, their agri-
cultural festivals and other celebrations lost any religious 
significance and became .iust games or spectacles, often 
referred to as ludi. This compr~ehensive term includes any 
kind of sport, game, or spectacle~ Chambers states that 
"there are ludi in villages and small towns from the begin-
ning of the fifteenth century, and perhaps earlier, which 
appear to be dramatic. 11 9 The transformation of the earlier 
festivals into a new form of art was dQe largely to the fact 
that the old festivals and games--mummings--which the 
p8asants had heretofore enjoyed, were now being indulged in 
by the educated and more sophisticated classes. Whereas 
the early peasants had celebrated the festivals to ensure 
good luck, numbers of the new "middle class" were playing 
the games merely for their own enjoyment and diversion. It 
is said that mummers "come leaplng and dancing that the crops 
may grow, they perform sword-dances and dramas of death and 
resurrection to help on by imitative magi.c the eternal 
struggle between summer and winter, darkness and light, life 
8rbid., PP• 17-18. 
9sir Edmund K. Chambers, The English Folk-Play (Oxford, 
19 3 3 ) ' p. 160 • 
5 
and death. 11 10 But the bourgeoisie changed this, and thoir 
transformation resulted in the development of di.fferent kinds 
' 
of aesthetic play or reveling, out of which evolved the Court 
Masque.11 
The ludi, or folk-cus·toms, are usually divided into 
three groups: 
(l)the king-game, a convenient and ancient name 
for the ceremonies connected with the election of 
a mock ruler; (2)the sword-dance, a mimic rhythmic 
combat, often accompanied by song or dialogue: and 
(3)the mumming, a procession of people disgu:tsed by 
masks, beast-heads, or discoloured f'acog_, who 
enter into their neighbours' houses to dance or 
play at dice--often in complete silence.12 
These folk-games were very closely related; sometimes 
the difference~ between them were indistinguishable. Also, 
the bourgois, courtly, and peasant forms of the ~ we::-e 
often not distinguishable.13 
The king-game can be seen in the Order of Brothelyngham, 
a society which developed in England in the fourteenth 
century. It was comparable to the later fifteenth-century 
/ / 
societe joyeuse in France. This society was 
gu:i.1ds formed to continue the tradition of the 
Feast of Fools, to celehrate with meek solemnity 
the annual election of a lender known as Prince 
des Sots, Abbe' des Fous, M~re Folle, etc., ana 
to avenge bySatlrica:r-ver"'R'El and aramn and 
pageantry any offenc~ apainst the social or 
fashionable code of the time. The r"1embers of' 
these guilds wore the fool's dress, their main 
business was parody and burlesque, though they· 
were sometimes called upon to celebrate civic 
lOwelsford~ p. 5. 
11Ibid .. , P• 20. 
121· . -~J._£ .. 
lJ~. 
functions by pageantry, plRys or myst~~~ mime's, 
and out of their dramatic activities rose the 
soti._e, a type of comedy inspired by the idea of 
the universal domination of folly. Like the 
ecclesiastical fools, they amused themselves 
6 
and their neighbours by larvales et theatrales 
jocos, and one such society actually had a 
monopoly of the masquerade ahd could sell to 
non-members the right to disr,uise themselves and 
to take part in the public merrymakings of Carniva1.14 
Although there are few extant traces of the Order of 
Brothelyngham 11 it ls known that its members "chose an abbot, 
disg11ised themselves as monks, captured people in the streets 
and extorted ransom 1 instead of a sacrif'ice. 111 15 It was a 
sort of mocli: court. Other revelings sometimes became quite 
elabornte--rising to the dignity of serious pageantry with 
a mock court over which the Lord of Misrule presided.11 or 
sink:lng in :i.ts lowest forms to mere buf.foonery and nonsense. 
In the sixteenth century, the participants at a king-
game festivity were described thus: 
"the wilde-heds of the ?ar:Lsh, 11 dressed in 
11 lineries of green, yellov.r, or some other light 
want.on colour," accompanied by hobby-horses, 
piperr~, etc., led by a "Lord of Mis-rule," would 
disturb the parson and amuse the ·congregation by 
dancing through and around the church, "their 
hels iynglyng • • • and swinging their handker-
chiefs ouer their heds."16 
, ,,. 
This represented an unsophisticated form of the societe 
joyeu.se. 
The Lord of Misrule (known in Scotland as the Abbot of 
Unrenson) also survived as the Cr1ri.stmas Lord. He was a 
mock king. Sometimes called the Constable-Marshall, he 
l~.Ibid.., pp. 21-22. 
15rbid., p .. 22. 
l6Ibid.,, p,. 23 .. 
7 
presided over the Inns of Court. At Court or at great houses 
of' the nobles, this official, who was appointed for tho 
occasion, was required to provide the Christmas entertainment. 
The games at the Inns of Court were often like those of the 
French soci~t~ joyeuse. The English Court looked towards 
the Inns of Court for providing its entertainment and merry-
making at public affairs and at the seasonal festivals. At 
a ludus g:!.ven by the Lord of Misrule 
there was the same mock ceremonial of the pretended 
king and kingdom, the same stirnula.tion of dri:unatic 
prodtiction, the same half-serious, hal.f-mocking 
concern with the maintainance of social order, and, 
what interests us chiefly, the same preoccupation 
with mor1~is-da.nces, mummings, and masqu<:>rades,.17 
Dressing in disguise was a par·t of' tho king-game, the 
sword-d a nee (morris-dance) , and mumming. Al though all thret) 
had a part in the development o:f the masque, the latter two 
were more directly involved with its history.. 'l'he sword.-
dance was a popular folk-dance of Western Eur·ope in the 
fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, although the Latin Tacitus, 
much earlier, described the sarr,e kind of dancers, "young men 
who leapt with much agility amonp;Bt menacing spear-points and 
sword-blades. 11 18 
The main movements o:f the sword-dance consisted in 
the arrival of grotesque dancers, one by one or i.n 
couples, the combat, tho interlacin8 of ·t-.he sword1:3 11 
someti~es over the haads of one of the performers~ 
Tlrn dance is o.ften accompanied by a car;rtilena(:,: 
that is to say, one of the characters acts as pre-
sc n~er to the rest, introducing each dancsr with 
d«;scr:Lptive verses~ or sometimes there may even be 
2L~. 
18Edrrmnd K .. 
I, 190-191. 
Chambers, 'I'he ifodieval S Lnpf!_ (Ox.ford, 1903) 11 
rough dialogue .• o •• 19 
I.f there were a presenter, he would be "the Captain, the 
I<ing, the Clown, the Bessy, or a da.nce.:i'.'," 20 or several of 
these together. The dancers usually included, or were 
accompanied by, one or more grotesque cha.racters or comic 
persons. It appears that there were two general types of 
grotesque charaeters: "There is the 'Tommy' or ':Cool, 1 
who wears the skin and tail of a fox or some other animal, 
and there is the 1 Bessy, 9 who is a man dressed in a woman's 
clothes."21 Chambers says that there is an element of the 
drama in the sword-dance, but he sees it as a development 
"out of the dancing itself, and forms a wind-t1p to the whole 
performance. "22 Also, as the sword-dance required a lar·ge 
space, it was generally given out of doors. On the Isle of 
Man, and elsewhere, it was thought of as a battle bet.ween 
winter and summer. 
More important to the development of the masque than the 
sword-dance wa.s a dance related to it called the morris or 
morisco. Chambers has said that "the morris is merely 8, 
variant of the sword-dance. 11 23 Performances of' the two were 
similar. The most important characteristics of' the morris-
dance were 
19welsford, pp. 24-25. 
20chambers, The English Folk-Play, P.• J..27 .. 
2lc:1.ambers, The Medieval Stae;e 11 I, 192 .. 
22che.mbers, The English Folk-Pla:;y:, p. 12~ .• 
23welsford, p. 28. 
a: mock combat, the wearing of. bells round knees and 
ankles, the disguising, which was usually accompanied 
by masking or blacking the face, the clashing of · 
sticks and waving handkerchiefs in time to the music, 
also it seems always to have been a step-pance, 
danced on the heels or ball or the foot.24 
The morris-dance could be danced solo, but usually it was 
danced by six or eight people. It was usually danced by 
men only: sometimes, though, a woman might dance, or ti man 
dressed in woman's clothes. In E!ngland the morris-dance 
was usually performed in connection with customs sur·rour.i.d:lng 
May or Whitsun. The dancers were disguised a.s f'ools or 
wild men. 
In the fifteenth century the moI•ris-dance first appeared 
in Italy, Surp;uncly,, and France. By the sixteenth century, 
it had reached England, and it remained popular there through 
the seventeenth century as both a f'olk and a nou1•t dance. 
Tradition had it that the morris-dancf' was o.f' Moorish origin, 
originally being a mock battle between Mohammedans and 
Christians, and the word morris wns used merely as a subtitle 
for a pa1•ticular kind of sword-dance. Further, it was 
thought that this dance was brought ~rom Spain to England 
during the reign of Edward IIr.2.5 Chambers points out 
that the Moorish-origin theory was developed about the habit 
of blackenin.g the dancers' faces. He says, though, 
that the faces were not blackened, because the 
2llibid., p. 26. 
2srb1~., p. 28. 
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dancers represented Moors, but rather the dancers were 
thought to represent Moors, because their faces w<~re 
blackened • • • • Blackened faces are known in the 
sword-dance as well as in the morris-dance; and there 
are other reasons wl:i.,ich make ·it probable that the two 
are only va:r•iants of the same per.formance .26 
The seventeenth-century antimasque, in which there was 
a grotesque, disguised group dancing a dance in cont:i:•ast 
to the main masque, can perhaps be traced to the concept of 
the morris-dance. The connection between the Court masque 
and the villaP:e morris was understood in the seventeenth 
centt.:iry .27 In Jonson's The ~at yr, 1603, the character 
Nobody gives the introductory speech ro.:: the morris-dance: 
We are the huisher to a. morris, 
A kind of masque, whereof eood store is 
In the count~y hereabout, 
But see, the hobby-horse is forgot. 
Fool, it must be your lot, 
To supply his want with faces, 
And some other buffoon graces.28 
In the thirteenth century, one of the popular f'orms. of 
medieval entertainment was mumming, "in simple form little 
more than the entry of a band of gentlemen, fantastically 
~~essed, to dance, in some form, prearr~nged or extempore, 
with the ladies. 11 29 Mumming had its origins with early 
peoples. 
For several centuries it seems that the mununings, 
ns a survival of forgotten ritual, remained 
merely a riotous kind of game which roused the 
-----------------------
26chambers, The Medieval ~taee, I, 199-200. 
27welsford, p. 29. 
28rb:td., pp. 29-JO. 
29Felix E. Schelllng, Elizabethan Pl11:ywright.2., (New York, 
1925), p. 28. 
hostility of the authorities, and it only began to 
develop after it had come into contact with drama 
and literature, springin~ from the genuine faith 
of the more educated sections of' the connnunity., 
This contact was made possible by the education 
of' the laity and the growth and organization of 
the middle classes.30 · 
11 
The term disguising was also frequently used in the 
fifteenth century for mumming. However, by the Tudor period, 
the terms were no longer being used indiscriminately. The 
nature of' disguising took on a clear differentiation: 
It consisted of the entry of one or more groups 
of' disguised persons (usually of two groups, one 
of' men and the other of women) who danced first 
alone and then together. Very often the disguisers 
arrived in a pageant, descended into the hall 
to dance specially prepared dances, and then 
retired back into the pageant and were drawn 
out of' the hall. They probably danced the 
fashionable society dances of the time.31 
During the sixteenth century, "disguising generally corre-
sponded to the more dramatic momeries [a Court entertainment 
consisting of maskin~ (though it could sometimes be used 
for any kind of dressing up), and the word 'mumming' was 
. ' limited in meaning to the cortege of masked and silent dice-
players .1132 Keeping in mind the distinction between the 
nature of a disguising and that of a mumming, one sees more 
similarity in the sixteenth century between the masque and 
munnning than between masque and disguising.33 
Another very important kind of' ludus, closely associated 
30welsf ord, p. 29. 
31Ibid., P• 122. 
32.D?.!£.' P• 41. 
33~., p. 135. 
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with mumming and disguisirtg and,. consequently, part of the 
history of the masque, was the momerie, a Court entertainment: 
The Court momerie was a sophistication of a 
popular custom, probably of ritual origin. It 
consisted of a procession of masked persons, who 
paraded the streets and entered their neighbours' 
houses to dance or play a game of dice called 
mumchance. It was a popular mode of celebrating 
winter festivals, and it looks as if i[j.t were the 
old procession of the Kalends • • • .3 
It was pointed out· that disguising and mumming were used 
synonymously in the fifteenth century. Also, the word 
momerie was used in connection with these and the similar 
kinds of ludi they represented. In England the pastime 
of the momerie was also called mumming, mummery, or disguising, 
and vice versa. 
The root meaning of momerie is uncertain. It is suggested 
that the word is onomatopoeic. It would therefore imply 
"not to murmur or mumble, to be silent." It seems that one 
of the characteristics of the momerie was its silence.35 
Originally the word momerie applied to the masked cortege 
rather than to the semi-drama.tic performances given by the 
maskers. Gradually, thougA, the meaning of the term encom-
passed both the persons performing and the performance 
itself. Finally, however, momerie was used in a more 
restricted sense~ By the sixteenth century, it was used 
entirely to designate the dice-playing processions. The 
dancing and dramatic qualities of the momerie were absorbed 
34~ •• p. 30. 
35~., pp. 30-31. 
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finally by the Italian masqueradc,3 6 which will be discussed 
later concerning its relationship to the development of the 
masque. Finally, the word mummers came t;o be used as one 
name among many :i":or the disguised rural villagers, who> at the 
different seasons and important days such as Christmas and 
May Day, played their traditional games for the mere snke 
of good luck and fortune.37 
During the reign of Edward III, 132?-1377, the history 
of Court disguising began in England.38 (This was at the 
time, it will be recalled, when there wa.s no distinction 
between mn.mming and dis~uisin~ and momerie.) A solemn 
Christmas was held by Edward at Guildsford in 1347. In 
the account books, the entertainment was described as 11 ludi 
domini ~egis." At the performance 
the rr.askers were divided into six groups of 
.fourteen persons; all the members of a group 
being dressed alike; the members of the first 
three groups represented women, men, and angels, 
and wore face-maslcs. The members of the other 
groups wore, not masks but whole heads, represent-
ine dragons, peacocks, and swans.39 
Similar lud1 were held at Oxford the following year. Rather 
than only one half weaPing whole heads, the entire group 
wore them this time. In 1349 a similar entertainment was 
held at Merton, where the Court was keeping Epiphany. The 
36Ibid., p. 40. 
37rb11., p. 41. 
38rbid., p. }_~2. 
39rbid .. 
performers i·:ore 1iheads o:f dragons and heads of men with 
diadems. 1140 There is no clear understanding,, though, of' 
exactly what the ludi in Edward's Court were like. 1rhe 
nature o:f the entertainment remains obscure) .~,J. 
A very important part of the development o:f the masque 
was the addition of the disguise element to the tournament. 
"The tournament • • • was turning into a grand public 
mummery; knights came to the lists in all kinds of fantastic 
disguises • • • • 1il+2 Disguised combatants often per.formed a 
somewhat ritualistic ceremony as part of the tournament. 
Even during the reign of Elizabeth I, the tournament still 
remained an important part of Court revels. 
One of the most important early mummings occurrAd in 1377 
when the Commons of London, disguised as mummers, visited 
Richard III at Kensington. This mumming was the .:first 
English ludus about which there is any detailed information: 
At ye same tyme ye Comons of London made great 
sporte and solemnity to ye yong prince: for 
upon ye monday next before ye purification of 
our lady at night and in ye night were 130 
men disguizedly aparailed and well mounted 
on horsebacke to goe on mumming to ye said 
prince, riding from Newgate through Cheape 
whear many people saw them with great noyse 
of minstralsye,, trumpets, cornets and shawmes 
and great plenty of waxe torches lighted and 
in the beginning they rid 48 after ye maner of 
esquiers two and two together clothed in cotes 
and clokes of red say or sendall and their 
faces covered with vizards well and handsomely 
made: after these esquiers came 48 like knightes 
40~. 
41Ibid., P• 43. 
42~., P• 65. 
well ara.yed after ye same rnaner: after ye 
knightes came one excellent arrayed a.nd well 
mounted as he had bane an emperor: after 
him some 100 yards came one nobly arayed as a 
pope and after him crone 24 a.rayed like cardinals 
and after ys cardinals came 8 or 10 a.rayed and 
with black vizardes like deuils appearing 
nothing amiable seeming like legates, riding 
through London and ouer London bridge towards 
Kenyton wher ye yong prince made his aboad 
with his mother and the D. of Lancaster and ye 
Earles of Cambridge, Hertford Warrick and 
Suffolk and many other lordes which were with 
him to hould the solemnity, and when they 
were come before ye mansion they alighted on 
foot and entered into ye haule and some after 
ye prince and his mother and ye other lordes 
came out of ye chamber into yo haule, nnd ye 
said mummers saluted them, shewing a po.ir of 
dice upon a table to play with ye prince, which 
dice were subtilly made that when ye prince 
shold cast he shold winne and ye said players 
and mummers set before ye prince t:b..ree jewels 
each after other: a.nd firnt I;). balle of gould, 
then a cupp of gould, then a gould ring, ye 
which ye said prince wonne at; thre castes as 
before it was appointed, s.nd after that they 
set befor·e the prince's mother, the D. of' Lan-
caster, and ye other earles euery one a gould 
rinp_;e and ye mother and ye lordes wonne them. 
And then ye prince caused to bring ye '.r.ryn.e and 
they dronk with great joye, commanding ye 
minstrels to play and ye tronipets began to 
sound and other instruments to pipe &c. And 
ye prince and ye lordes dansed on ye one syde, 
and ye mummers on ye other a great while and 
then thev drank and too}::e their lea.ue and so 
departed" toward London.LJ-3 
1.5 
Although sophisticated, this mumming dif:f'ered little from 
the early folk-mummings except in its size and magnificence • 
.ll.lthough some per·sons have tried to show that th.e mummers 
and the lords danced together in this ludus, as it was the 
custom of ls.ter masques .for the performers to dance with the 
audience, there is nothing in the account to suggest that 
the mummers Rnd the noblemen did so in this pe:t•f'o:r•mance. 
43rtid., pp. 38-39. 
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Also.11 there is no speech or dialogue; it seems that the 
mummers diced silently and expressed themselves merely by 
gestures.44 
Even as late as the early fifteenth century, mummers 
were still silent in the ~· Although poets began 
writing verses .for momeries at this time, the speeches 
were not given by the mummers themselves. 'fhe f:i.rst E:nglish 
literary momeries have been a. ttrlbuted to Jo:11.n Lydr;at.;:i, who 
probably wrote them between l~.27-1430. F1oJlowing the general 
European trend, i.ydgate introduced "learned allegories into 
town pageant:r"J and Court entertainment .. • .. ,. 11 1.~5 Even with 
Lydgate's 11 innovations, 11 as previously mentioned, there is 
nothing to sucr;est that the momerie had become verbalo 
rieh.erefore, there was no real change in the mumming, "which 
was still a cort6ge of maskers who came to dice, or to 
dance or to act a rongh play or pantomimeo 11 46 Lydgate's 
surviving momeries ar<:i merely libretti containing few 
s ts.r:e dire ct ions. By the first quarter of tho f if tee nth 
century, speech had not become a recognized part of the 
momerie ).4.7 
With the accession of Henry VII, the first Tudor king, 
in 1485, the Court began to take a fresh interest in enter-
tainment. As a result, it appointed new officials whose 
44rbid.» pp. 39-40. 
45rb .. · ~ .. ~ PP~ 52-53. 
i-6-bJ' . ~r J ..t.5.::. ~ ' p .. 40 .. 
li 7Jb •. , ~·1 Po 53. 
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business it was to provide the amusement.. The Master of' 
the Revels, among other duties, provided the momeries. 
Dur:i.ng his exile Henry VII mLtst have become 
acquainted with the French dances and courtly· / ,, 
.fashions, and with the performances of.' the societes joyeuses, and some of these customs he probably 
introduced into his native country. French players 
appeared at Court on at least two occasions during 
his reign. The morisco, which ••• was then very 
popular on ·the Continent, at this became a recognized 
part of the revels. This disguising (which some-
times inclnded the morisco) ~as now performed with 
all the elaborate mise-en-scene of the French and 
Bureundian extremets, and as it is no"G likely that 
it had made much progress during the t:.r0ubled 
period which preceded Henr·y' s reign, it is per•missible 
to regard this developed dlsgnising as a product 
peculiar tc ·che Tudor period.LIB 
In 1501 the rourt celebr~tAd the wedding between Prince 
Arthur and Princess Katherine of Aragon with much excitement 
for several days. From accounts or the entertainments which 
were performed at it·, we have A.n idea of the nature of Tudor 
disguising. The ludi must have been considered epoch-making 
occasions. One contemporary account stated: "In my mynde 
it was the first such pleasant myrth and property thi:l.t ever 
was heard in England of longe t10ason ~ ul,i.9 
The King caused Westminster 'Hall to be adorned 
.wlth rich hs.ngings and a huge cupboard of plate. 
On Friday evening when all the court was assembled 
there entered a 1 mbst goodly and pleasant disguising 
convayed and shewed in page antes pr•o:per and subtile.' 
A wonderfullv devised castle was dr~wn into the hall 
by four great artificial animals.. Ei17;ht disguised 
ladies were lookin.e out oi' the windows of' the 
castle, and on each oi' the four turrets sat a little 
boy, dressed like a maiden, who sang sweetly as the 
pageant advanced into the hall. 'I'he next event was 
the arrival of a lady,, dressed like a Spanish 
Princess, who came in on a ship, that appeared to 
48~., p. 118. 
491.!?..!£., p. 120. 
be sailing upon the sea, the ship's captain and 
crew speaking and behaving in nautical fashion. 
They cast anchor near the castle, and two 'goodly 
persons' called Hope and Desire descended by a 
ladder, approached the castle and informed the 
ladies that they were ambassadors from certain 
Knights of the Mount of Love, who wished to 
come and court them.' The ladios, howover, •gaue 
their small aunsweare of vtterly refuse' and while 
the amb'lssadors were warning them of' the grav0 
consequences of thei.r stubbo~ness in crrme the 
third paseant, which was shaped like a mountain, 
and contained eiRht goodly knights. As soon as 
the nei-rnomers had been informed that :".0gotiations 
had .fail.f::d, they rnade a vigorous attack on the 
castlr'~ reduced it to subrnission, and induced 
the ladies to descend into the hall and dance 
with them.. Durlng the dancing the th'r:>eo pageants 
were r'emoved, and after a while the dic.r;uisers, 
halt' of whom were dressed in i·~nglish costum13 and 
half in Spanish, themselves departed, and the 
Duke of York and a few other very distinguished 
members of the audience descended into the ha11 
and danced basse dances. 
On another evening in the same hall an 
interlude wr;s perfor•med, followed by a disgn:tsing 
'shewed by two Pageantes,' N~ first of which 
was shaped :i.ide an arbor nnd eontained twelve 
knir;hts s• who descended :9..nd dnnced many different 
dances and then 3 tood aside.. rrhen the trumpets 
blew, and in ca.me a page 11nt 'mnde round after 
the fashion of a Lanthorne' ·with many windows 
and more tha.n a hundred gre1J.t lights, at1d. a.11 
made so transparent that the 'xij goodly Ladyes 
dis~uised' could be cleerly seen. These ladies 
cam~ out ana danced alone and then coupled with 
the knights. 
On Thursday evening the Court again assembled 
in Westminster Hall, and as soc·n as silence 
had been secured two marvellous pageants were 
disclosed at the lower end of' the chamber. These 
pageants, which were fastened toget:her with a 
golden chain,, represented two great mountaj.ns, 
one of them green,. full of' all kinds of trees and 
herbs and .flowers 1 the other like a da:!'.'k rock, 
scorched with the sun and full of metals and 
precious stones.. On the sides of the first hill 
sat twelve disguised noblemen with music~al 
lnstruments, and on tho second hill sat ladies 
P-lso with 'claricordes~' dulcimers, etc .. ,, among 
them a lady dressed like ~he Princess o~ Spain, 
seated upon the topmost pe2k. As the pu~eant 
moved un the hall towards the King, both 
companies of di.s;,:tdsers played •so sweetly and 
with such noyse that in my rnynde it wn.s the first 
such pleasant myrth and property that ever was 
heard in England of longe season.• As soon as 
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the pageants came to a standstill the lords danced 
'deliberRte, and pleasantly,' and then the ladies 
descended and coupled with the lords and daunced 
there a long season man;? and divers roundes and 
newe daunces full curiously and with most wonder-
full Counteynance. In the meane season the two 
mountaines departed and. e·v-anished out of' presence 
and sight .. t 
[0n another eveninr·~1 t.Le pageant was a. glori.ous 
to1:1ox· or tabern.0.cle, made l:i.ke a chapel and con-
1'- ··" "i ·· -· · ... 1··r~·'"t"" · ~ '' «t·,. di"': b ··· d f ''l .. :..u.t 1.h wa<J.f ~J.,,11 "", anc .. ,, ., ... an n"; cu:p (,. .. tr l.L .. 
of costly plate.. ~1he strt'.::;·::trre had two ~;;toriefl~ 
e:i.g!it disguised 1adles vr:::rc ~n Lhe upper part.ltion, 
eip;ht disguised knights dc,·1,,1 n below. 'l'he pageant 
WD..S on wb.eels and Wa!'l dJ'Ut>:n :LntO th~ :~ing 1 8 
presence by •woddose' (wild men) and had··· apparently 
on either side of it wooden rigures, representing 
a merman and a. mermai.d, ~:tt1d inside of it d:dldren 
of the Chapel s :tnzinp; very harmonioD.sl;r.. Before 
tl:•.e lords des cs nded to p(:lrforrn their dances tb0y 
lc::)t loo~~e cnntes which r'.1D a'bont th,~ hall, and the; 
ladies let fly doves and other tJirds be:Co:r>e they 
too came down fron: the P'l:· r;:;,r:;,nt to dance with thE?;, 
101"'d~.. t Gren t laughter B.nd disport the~·I made.• 50 
The most important thins 1?.hc1ut these peri'm•mances was 
Lhat they had a dramHt:i.c quality~ "it was n.o longer a case 
of merely despatuhing a Pres0nter or Prologue to explain 
matters • There is no reason to think that this 
trend wa.s reversed in later Court entertainments.52 
In entertainments given by Henry VIII in 1509 and 1510, 
we can again see the Tudor distinction between the momerie 
and the disguis:t~g, the former being merely the dice .. pls.ying 
and the latter having a more cl:ro:matic qual:i ty. 
The Queon and the guo:J t::i wore seatedg when the' 
---------------------·----.. ··--
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King suddenly disappeared to return shortly a.fter-
wards, with f:tve others, all· in :.eaney dress. They 
arrived in couples, the King and th€, E:H.rl o.f Essex 
dressed as Turks, the next pair as Russians, and 
the last pair as Prussians. ·'The torchebearers 
were appareyled in Cx·ymosyn satyne and grene, lyke 
Moreskoes, their f'aces blacke: And the kyng brought 
in a mommerye. After that the Quene, the lordes, 
and ladyes, such as would ~ad played)> tho sa;rd 
momme.rs departed .. • • • ' Af'ter the banquet, when 
everyone was. oc(mpied with .the dancing 3 tho King 
once more d:i.sappeared and shortly afterwards in 
came first a drum and fif(=>, then ce1•tr-tin masked 
gentlemen e.<:! to-r."ch-beare~~s, a.nd then :.~nother 
group of gentlemen of whom t~-1(1 King w13.s one, all 
dr•ess.;)d a.11.ke a.nd vizardcd.. After that six 
ladies came in in couples» 'Their .faees!i neckes, 
ar•mes and handes, covered with fyne plesaunce 
blacke • • • so that the sam() semed to be nigrost 
or blacke Mo:r-es • • • • After that the kynges 
grace and the ladies had daunsed a certa;rne tyme 
they departed every one to his lodgyng.' 
When they had supped the;r went into the Quc11.:m vs 
chamber and the King with fifteen others, all dresrJed 
alike, with white velvet bonnets, white plumes and 
masks 'came in with a moinery,Y played dice ror a 
time wlth tiw Queen and the strangers, and then 
departed. This was followed by the sudden entry 
of six minst:r-els playing on their instruments, arid 
after them fourteen gentlemen, all dre::rned alik•S! and 
bearing torches, and finn.lly, the King with :five 
others disguised in 'whyte Sr1 tyne and. grene.' 
Then some ·01· the torch-bearers departed and returned 
with si::-: lfvlies disguised as Spaniards, who danced with 
the King and his party and finally unmasked them.53 
Mumming had changed little since 1377. Mum.."lling (momerio) 
was still the cortege of' masked and silent dice-playerso 
Disguising had changed little since Henry VII 1·s tima.54 
During the early years of Henry's reign, the simple 
· mummings and disguis::i.nr-;s very closely resembled the mor(~ 
elaborate entertainments at tl1e French Court.. From this time 
p, 12E. 
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until the outbreak or the Puritan rehf)llion, tho story of 
the Engl:lsh masque was the history of the absorption and 
occasional alteration of influences and ideas coming either 
directly from Italy or by way of France.55 It was mentioned 
that the .first Tudor monarch was greatly affected by the types 
of enterta in~nent at the French Cour·t while he was in exile 
there.. Though the socie't~ joyel~..:~~ had a part:lcular ~n.fluence 
on 1udi fat tbe F.np;1ish Court, tho most itr1p:::i-::'tru'1t, sinp;le, 
:foreign inflt~en::-,:~ on the masqn<:i came with the offect of 
the Italian masquerade on the Court momerios early Jn :ie·~lrY ·VIII' s 
reign .. 
1\lthough the origin of the, ma:.>querade may be obscuro, 
its nature is not: 
The nm.squer~cio was a band of mask-sd people who parnded 
the streets at Carnival time, May Day, etc., singing 
and dancing, making all kinds of verbal and practical 
jokes, ~1re~8ed l:,lP asr:'~omen, or decked out in other 
fantastic uisguises.~ 
Although the masquerade was popular in Italy~ it was an 
ins:lgni.ficant form of entertainment until Lorenzo de' Medici 
m:;ide a change in its purpose. He thought that every 
masquerade should have a definlte theme. Ho wanted mus:'.:.c and 
song to explain the symbolism of the costumes and performance. 
l!e tried to get poets and arti~ts to use mythological themes 
r•athe1" than f:hristian ones. From the days of det l'k~dic1 on, 
h t t f d 11 ( ·.L ) tl .. f ~.~Pe were wo ypes o masquera eG: ~e procession o. 
p. 81 .. 
Pl:J .. 97-98. 
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masquers on .foot, (2} the arrival of masquers in a car, 
surrounded by a crowd of musicians and torch-bearers. 11 57 
Pope Leo X also attempted to implement de' Medici's 
ideas of strengthening the masquerade and making it more 
significant.. However, followinr; their attempts to alter the 
masquerade in order to make it more "dramatic," the character 
of the masqw~rado gradually chan,e;ed for the worse. At the 
e.xpense of music and poetry, unlike what they had attempted, 
the spectRcle d0veloped. The visual aspac~ of the masquerade 
became dominant. There were processions of chariots passing 
before the throne o.f state, stoppinrs there for the mas·:rers 
to s:in8, dance, or give a complimentary speech.. 'rhe 
participants, who were often disguised as mythological 
subjects, danced together afterwnrds "in one 8reat figured 
dance. 11 58 
The masquerade was an adaptable ludus. Among those who 
were not associated with the regL1lar masquerade, masking was 
a popular form of entertainment in Renaissance Italy~ In 
the fifteenth century a custom grew up of young men going 
8.bout the streets at night,, masked and disguised, and Rs!dng 
unmasked persons to dinner parties and ba1ls for dancing. 
Enid Welsford, in her definitive study of the masque, believes 
that this ,~tarted first at Modena and Ferrara, and soon it 
spread to other Italian cities. This became a popular and 
57Ibid. t p. 98. 
58Ibid., p. 99. 
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wide-spread diversion.S9 
The Italian Renaissance sprettd into France, and, as a 
result, the masquerade fell under French influence. The 
e:ffect o:f the French influence on the masquerade was very 
important to English reveling and its development into the 
masque. 
M. Pruniers divides the masquerade performed in 
France from the time oi' Henry II into two main 
classes: (1 )mas carades ~ grand spe ctac~e, great 
opetL-air shows, and ( 2 )mas c::irades de palais, 
shows performed ori a smaller s ca.le in·~· a garden or 
room. Ap,ain this latter division he subdivides 
into (l}ma~querades leading up to some compli-
mentary speech, and (2)masquerades serving as 
pretext for dancing and ballets. The first kind 
seems to correspind roughly to the "English 9nter-
tainment, the second to the English masque.oO 
Both English and French writers occasionally referred to 
the masquerade as a masquerie. Perhaps masquerie was used 
to distinguish the less formal, improm!_')tu, and often 
extemporaneous masking from the more formal masquerade. 
Both had their origins from the Carnival customs influenced 
by de' Medici and the young men of Ferrara. 
In Florence Lorenzo de' Medici had turned this 
custom lnto an aesthetic entertainment, while 
the princes of Ferrara had turned it into a kind 
of fasbionable craze, the masquers going about the 
streets more or less continuously and indulging in 
any whim that came into their heads, going uninvited 
to supper-parties and balls, and using their i.n-
cognito a.s an opportunity for dancing and flirting 
with the ladies of the company. Even if there is 
no absolutely certain example o:r this latter 
practice before the sixteenth century, yet it seems 
59Ibid., P• 100. 
60.!E.!9.•1 p. 103. 
the inevitable result of the fact that the Ferrarese 
masquers were bent, not on giving an E)ntertainment 
to others, but on amusing themselves.bl 
The masquerade, therefore, became one of the most impor-
tant influences on English revelings during the reign of 
Henry VIII. Its effect on Court entertainment resulted in 
the famous masquerie being introduced into a performance at 
Court in 1512, and, for the first time, a Court revel was 
called a maske. Although the spelling of the word would 
change, this masko was essentially the same entertainment 
which later reached its height of popularity at Court 
during the first half of the seventeenth century and was 
called masque. But first we shall examine the development 
of' this entertainment f'rom 1512 until the Jacobean period. 
Chapter II 
According to the account written by the chronicler 
Edwa.rd Hall on ':i'welf'th Night, 1512, Hanry VIII with 
xi other wer disguised, after the maner of 
Italia, called a ma.ske, a thyng not seen afore 
in gnglande, thei were appareled in garmentes 
long and brode, wrought all with gold, '·Ti th 
visors and cappes of gold, and after t11e 
banket doen.j these maskers en.me in, .. ; it.: i 
sixe CTentlemen disguis~d in LJilke bearyng 
staffe tor·c-rie~;, and desh"ed tho la.dies to 
daunco, some wore content, nnd some that knew 
thB fnshion of it refused, because it was not 
3. thy~!.'~ commonly seen. And after thei 
d;:i.:.:nced and ~om:noned together, as the fashion 
of the r'l.askes is, thei toke their leave and 
departed, and so did the Quene, and all the 
ladies.I 
'1'his is the first instance of' a court entertainment speci:fi-
cally called a '1masken. Earlier r:ourt revelings had had 
disguising, masking, and dancinp.;, and other characteristics 
of this ludus, now called a masque. Wh8.t:, therefore., was 
the innovation in this particu.lar one? h.i.La~..-; exactly was it 
about thia mas•!i_:.P, that led Holl to call it 11 a thyng not seen 
afo~e in .~n~lande"? 
r.hRmbers states that the originality o:r lfenry's Epiphany 
lu.<luE<. was tb~1 t the disp;uised performers and the spe eta.tors 
ft . d • t' II ,_, .._h t ]_ 
·danced ar!.a comm.one. "Goge ner ra vner " rtn separn ,e y. His 
lChambers, The Elizabeth11n Stage, I, 153. 
·-
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thesis is that between 1377 and this masqu~ of 1512,~there 
are no accounts of an English Coupt entertainment in which 
the disguised persons are joined by guests in the dance& It 
will be recalled that in 1377 there occurred the rirst 
mumming about which there is any extant, detailed account. 
Chambers' opinion is that Richard's visiting mummers danced 
with the spectators on that occasion. He says that after 
the 1377 entertainment, the practice of mixed dancing was 
apparently forgotten during the fifteenth century. But 
somewhere in Italy, possibly in Florentine masquerades and 
Ferrarese ma~ks, the earlier dancing customs survived. It 
was from the Italian custom of these disguised performers 
dancing with the spectators that the practice returned to 
England in 1512. In reality, therefore, it was nothing new. 
It had been done at Court entertainment over a century 
earlier, but Hall and his contemporaries were not familiar 
with its history. It r~presented a reversion to an old 
English custom which had been practiced in the fourteenth 
century. Mixed dancing, therefore, seemAd to be somAthing 
new to them, "a thyng not seen afore in En;?:lande. 11 2 
Miss Welsford ap:rees with Reyher's theory 
that the real novelty [rif Henry's mnsque) lay in tr..e 
introduction of a new clement of gallantry and 
intri~ue. The masque, in fact, was the notoriou3 
masquerie, which became :fashionable .first in Modena 
and Ferrara, then spread to the whole of Italy and 
-France, and finally reached England (probably by 
way of France) in 1512 .3 
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She disagrees with Chambers about the idea of the mummers and 
spectators·. dancing together in 1377, and she sees no reversion 
in the 1512 masque to an English practice of the fourteenth 
century. Although the fact that "thei danced and cormnoned 
together" may have been a new sight in England, it was a 
practice of fashionable Italian maskers. "It was the mas-
querie (not a new kind of dramatic entertainment~ but a 
notorious social custom from Italy) that was introduced 
into England in J.:;'12. 11 4 Unlike Chambers, she does not think 
that the innovation was in the perf'ormers and the audience 
d • . h 5 ancing toget er. 
In 1532 Henry visited France and entertained the Prench 
King at nalais. Hall's description of this entertainment 
shows how few changes had been made in the masquer•ie since 
its first introduction into England. Therefore, there was 
still a simple form of the masquerie being performed. How-
6 ever, a more complicated form of the masque was developing. 
About 1535 Henry gave an entertainment to the French 
a.mbassador. This was a disguislng, followed by two masques. 
This entertainment shows how much disguising had been in-
fluenced by the masque (although they were st~ll distinct), 
3welsford, pp. 137-lJB. 
4 Ibid. , p • 138. 
5rbid., PP• i30-138. 
6Ibid., P• 143. 
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when "the lords of the mount descended and danced with the 
ladies in the audience--before the other disguised ladies 
came and danced with the lords according to the regular 
procedure of disguisings. 11 7 The per:formance is described 
as follows: 
When the King and the Queen were seated, 
a person appeared, richly attired to ~epresent 
Fame, and made a solemn oration, expressing 
satisfaction at the lea~ue between the French 
and English Kings, and the result of the 
cardinal's mediation. After this, members of 
the King's Chapel came in singing, the singers 
being divided into two groups of' eight, each 
group accompanied by a person in rich apparel, 
who engar;ed in a dialogue or de bat, 'the.ffect 
whereof was whether riches wore better then 
love. 1 As they could not agree they each called 
in three knights, who fought a fair battle over 
a golden barrier, which suddenly fell down 
between them, finally an old man entered and 
concluded that both love and riches 'be necessarie 
for prince8 .. ' 
'Then at the nether ende, by lettyng doune 
of a courtaine, apered a goodly mount, walled 
with towers • • • with all thinges n13ceBsarie 
for a fortresse ••• on this rocke s~t ~ight 
Lordes ~ •• and then they sodenly descend~d 
from tho mon.nte and toke ladyes, and dau.nced 
divers da.unc.;es,. 
Then out of a cave issued out the ladie 
Mary doughter to the kyng and with her> seven 
ladies ••• these eight Ladies daunced with 
the eight Lordes of the mount, and as thei 
daunced, sodenly entred sixe persona~es, 
appareled in cloth of silver e •• and these 
persones had visers with sylver berdes .••• 
these Maskers tooke Ladies and daunced lustly 
about the p1Ace.. . 
Then sodenly the kyng and the viscount or 
Torayne were convei~hed out of the place into 
a chambre thereby, and there quicklie they ii. 
and six other in maskyn~ apparell ••• Rreate, 
long, and large, after the Venicians fashion 
and over them p;reat robe3, and there faces 
were visard with beardes of gold: then with 
minstrelsie these viii. noble personages 
entred and daunced long with the ladies, and 
when they had daunced there fyll, then the 
queen plucked of the kynges visar, and so did 
~he Le.dies the v11$ars,of· tge othe~ Lordes, 
and then all 1i-lere knowen.' 
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It was said tha.t "the English masque crone from a 
combination of the Italian masquerie and the Tudor disguising; 
• • • how far this was the result of a conscious 
experiment WB have no means of' knowing. 11 9 The Tudor C:ourt 
adopted the Italian practice of the masquers dancing wit~h 
the spectators, and this foreign custom was fused with the 
Engllsh lud~ of disp:uising. For a long time after 1.512, a 
distinction continued to exist between the masque and the 
old-fashioned d~sguisins, and the two can be traced side by 
side at Court. .Ln the latter, performers never mingled 
with the audience, and the mise-en-sc~ne-was often elaborate. 
The masque was more a social ceremony than a dramatic per-
formance .. IO Rventually, however, the two strains merged 
to form the Court Masque •11 Masgue, became the official 
name for the Court entertainment by the end of Henry's 
reign, and the term disguising became obsolete. In Jonson's 
'l':he Masq~ .2f. Augurs, Notch tells the Groom of the Hevels: 
"Disguise was the old English word for a Masque, sir, before 
8Ibid., pp. 143-144. 
91E..!E.. , p. 142. 
lOibid., pp• 142-lL~J. 
llAllardyce N:i.coll,, Britlsh Drama ·(London., 19L~7), p.,_ 210. 
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you were a.n imple:nent belonging to the Revels. 11 12 The practice 
of the disguised persons, the masquers, dancing with the 
guests became a firmly established part of the entertainment 
and the essence of the masque. 
The masque developed out of Court revelry. The dis-
guising of the masque had its early beginnings in England. 
~rom the beginning to the middle of the sixteenth century, 
this Anglo-Saxon custom mixed with Continental influences, 
particularly the Italian masquerade and masking. The merger 
of these two 3trains towards the close of the sixteenth 
CF3ntury resn1 ted in the development of the typical Elizs.-
bethan and Stuart masque.13 The masque, as it was found in 
the sev·enteenth century and taken up by Jonson especially, 
already had evolved and had been fully developed during 
Henry VIII's reign.14 
The Tudor masque under Henry could be either simple or 
elaborate. During his reign "the mask had taken to itself' 
the elaborations of the disguising, the introductory speeches, 
the pageant, the mimic fight, the double sots of dancers, 
the close association with the interlude. 11 15 In Henry's 
Court, hoods were often worn as part of the masking costume; 
12c. H. Herford 9 Percy and Evelyn Simpson, Ben .Tonson 
( Oxf'ord, 1952), VII, 6Jl. 
13.l'Hcoll,. British Drama, p. 210. 
l~·Chambers, 'rhe Elizabethan Stage, I, 1 r.;_r:; .. 
15Ibi9-_., p. 154~ 
JJ. 
also, unmasking was a regular pa.rt of the performance. As 
the masque became more dramatic, persons disguised as Hector 
or Hercules or some other mythological character appeared 
in the entertainment. Hall frequen:tly commented about the· 
variety of desi~n and creation one could see in the masquing 
suits. In England performers were usually dressed alike, 
although there might be sli8nt variations in the details 
of' the costumes. Originally only men we1~e masquers, but 
this custom wns soon disregarded. However, whenever tra-
dition prevailea, the band of masquers wer0 all the same 
sex. Occasionally there were two sets of masquers--on13 
of men and one of women--and the term ·double masque was 
Pflect.16 In 1532 Anne Boleyn led the first masque in which 
l~dies took the ~entlemen out to dance.17 
The masque ~emained popular at 0ourt through the reign 
of' Edward VI~ Mary, and Elizabeth' I. During the periods 
of Edward and Mary, however, little if any thing occurred 
of importance in the history of' the mas·1ue.. The mos"!:; 
important event for Court revelry was Edward's appointment 
of George Ferrars as Lord of Misrule. During this per:i.od 
the word !!!_ask (masque) was still used to mean "a band 01" 
maske~s."18 The masque was still associated with rejoicing 
at Christmas and other religious festivals. Also, rather 
than drawing inspiration for the masques from medieval 
~·---
16welsford, pp. 142-1L~3. 
17chambers, rrhe Elizabethan Stage, I, 155. 
18welsford, pp. ll.t.5-l!~B. 
dre11m-sottinp,s, it was tn.kon nfrcirn ronl lif'e or from the 
learning of Renn.isso.nce Italy.. 2.ymbolism and allegory, how-
ever, [which had characterized older disguis ingaj lasted as 
long as the revels themselves,. 11 19 
During the reign of 8lizaheth the masque grew in impor-
ts.nee as ~he (;curt entertainment. Where3.s Hall left volu-
mi.:'1ous accounts of Henry VIII' s entArtainments, o.cco1mts of 
r:apn in tr,e Hevei1~ Accounts bntwccn ~"lhrovotide 1560 and Christ-
mas 1571. After 1589, the Rev8ls Accounts fnil altoeethor 
in slvins a st0tement of masques. Rut there are a few indi-
en. t 1 on::3 frorn other contemporary accounts to glve rm idea of 
thoir nature. Certainly with Elizabeth's love for dancing, 
this element of the masque, rathor than being neglected, was 
enco11:r;; r~ed and favored at the entertainment .20 
.l\.lthough it is not known when the presenter, or truche-
mRn, became a nart of the masquG, he wan a performer in 
~lizabethan ludie He precederl the masquers nnd delivered an 
introductory speech. Most writer3 in earlier reigns were 
'.11ore interested in the costuming nnd decorations of (;ourt 
1udi and in recording this part of the show than they were in 
renordin~ wh?n the first presant0r made his appearance. He 
ho.ti. bn":!n s. mernher of the compnny in (;ou:r-t lud:i, however, fr•om 
the eA.rlies t days of momeries, mn::n.mings, disguis ings, nnd 
sword-dances. And perhaps he was in the masque from its 
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b . • 21 eginning. The presenter, no doubt, contributed to and 
led to the literary development of the masque. 
The dramatic part of the masque (and also of earlier 
disguisj_ngs) ca.me partly from ·an expansion of the 
prologue, partly from an absorption of the qualities 
b~longing to the plays, interludes, tourneys and 22 
debates, etc .. , with which it was so often associated. 
B;,r the bc:vi;inning of Elizabeth's reign, the fixed s.cene, 
a.::1 an alternative to the moveable pa1·::~··nt·.~ ~Y·d made its 
ings.23 rrhere were variations o.f practice. /\.lso, the 
scenery was scattered in several areas about tho hnll. 
'l'he first Elizabethan masque was performer~. on 'l1wclfth 
Night, 1559: 
The performers re11resent.:.:.::i ecclesiast.:i.c::i.1 pe:::--
sono.ges, snd ••• there) wa;s the somewh~c.t 
exceptional feature of n pnrade in the streets 
••• ,, the ;.aizabethan show, with its C!'Ows, 
asses, and wolves dressed as cardinnls, bishops, 
and abbots, m~i.de a characteristic 3 ixteenth-
centttry appeal to the sympathies of a revivin,".; 
Prote;, tantism. The • • • mask appears to have 
been 0,1 a much larr;er scale than was customary. 
rrhere ;,.rnt•e at least four cardinals and six 
priests. There were popes, monks, summoners and 
vergers. And there we:r>e frin.rs, in black, white, 
yellow, russet, and green, appnrently a pair of 
.each colour. The russet friars wore velvet garments, 
with sleeves of yellow, velvet and pnrpJ.e satin 
'pPrtie paned'; the popes and cardinals rochets of 
white sarcenet; the monks kirtles and cowls of black 
taffeta with sleeves of purple satin.21.1-
There were four other masnuon that winter, two of which 
the ~ourt pave ns part of the ~oronntion celebration on 
21Welsford, p. 151. 
23 . Ibid .• , p .. lSO. 
2l1 Chambers, '1.1he Elizribc~ :1tae;e, I, 15S-1S6 .. 
3L~ 
January 15, 1559. The next day following the corona~ion 
festivities, it gave a masque of Conquerors dressed in white 
cloth. On January 22, it presented a masque of six Moors: 
The moors had apparel of cloth of gold and blue 
velvet, with sleeves of silver sarcenet and 
'bases' of red satin. On their heads was curled 
hair made of black lawn and .wreathed with red 
gold sarcenet and silver lawn. Their limbs and 
faces were of black velvet, and of these it is 
recorded that 1 the lords that masked toke asey 
parte 1 • They carried darts of •trees and paste 
paper gilded•, and as the Revels Office also pre-
pared bells and staves, it is probable that a 
morris was introduced. The torch-bearers to this 
mask were eight Mo5orish friars, with head-pieces 
of crimson satin.2 
The other two masques were presented at Shi .. cvetide. 
There were five masques given at Court during the 1559-
1560 season: 
On New Year's day was a mask of six Barbarians, 
in red cloth of gold, with Venetian commoners 
ln white damask for torch-bearers. On Twelfth 
Night was a double mask, of six Venetian Patri-
archs in green, with purple head-pieces, and 
six Italian Women in white and crimson. 1.l'hey 
were accompanied by torch-bearers and a drum 
and fife. On Shrove Tuesdny was another double 
mask, of an elaborate m7thoJ.ogical character, 
for which a device of 'a rocke and founteyne' 
was employed. The women represented Diana in 
purp1~') and three pairs of Huntress Nymphs, in 
carnntion, purple, and blt;.e respectively; the men 
Actaeon and his six fellows, in purple, with 
orange buskins and gilt boa:r-spears. They had 
· a drum and fife and, as torch-bearer>s, eight 
Maidens in purple with variously coloured kirtles, 
and eillht Hnnters in yellow with murrey bu'.1kins. 
And th~y were accompanied by twelve hounds. It 
is noted in the Revels invnntory that Actaeon's 
garments were 'all to cutt in small panes and 
steyned with blood'. There were also a mask 
on New Year's Eve and a second mask at Shrove-
tide. One of these was of slx Nusquams, alle-
goricaJ. personar:es in whj_te, crimson!I and yellow, 
having the breasts of their scapular•s 'steyned 
with tbe posy of poco a poco•. Their torch-
bearers viere six Turkish commoners in murrev 
and white. The other was of eight Clowns i~ 
red and green, with flails and spados of gilt 
wood, black high-1a.ced shoes made out of' the 
limbs of the previous year's Moors, hedging 
mittens: and white gold sarcenet aprons, which 
were 'gyven awaye by the maskers in the queenes 
presence'. They had eight Hinds for torch-
bearers, and a shepherd for a minstre1.26 
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In May 1562 plans were underwa;r in preparing an 
elaborate masque for• presentation at the forthcoming meeting 
between Elizabeth and Mary of Scots at Nottinr;ham Castle. 
Although tho meeting never took place, a scheme of' it 
survives among the papers of Sir William Cecil, and it gives 
some indication of the. direction which tho !'llasque had taken 
by mid-s 1 xteenth century. The entertainraE,nt r which was 
scheduled to cover three successive nights, was entitled: 
Devices to be shewed before tho Queenes Majestie £1.. wa:1.e 
£[masking at Nottin[".ham Castell, gfter the meetinge of 
the Quene of Scots. 
On the first night a prison, called 'Extreme 
Oblivion,' was to he set up in the hall and guarded 
by Ar~us or CircuMspection and 'then a maske-of 
ladyes to come in after this sorte': first comes 
Pallas, then two ladies» Prudence and Temperance, 
riding upon lions, then six or eight lady masquers 
leading Discord and False Report in chains. 
Thev all march round tho hall, and t.han Pallas 
declares tho.t Prudence and TurnperancA have ob-
tained Jupiter's permission to impr:'.Lson fliscord 
and F'a1se Heport and to give to their j::i.:ilor 
Arsus a lock labelled _In EternUJ!! and a key labelled 
Nunouam. vJhen this has been done tb.cn are 
'tht inr:lishe Ladies to tn.ke the nobilite o:f the 
strarin~~rs, and daunce.' · 
o~ the second night an additional pa~eant, 
the rourt o:f Plenty, was to be erected, with 
Ardent Desire and Perpetuity as it Porters, and 
26Tb•d 
.:::...2:.....", PP.o 1.57-158 • 
the order of the proceedings to be as follows: 
Enter Peace in a chariot dra'i.vn by an elephant 
with Friendship ridine; upon i.ts back, followed 
by six or eight lady masquers. They march round, 
Friendship declares that the gods are pleased 
with the doings of Prudence and 1I'emperance and 
have sent Peace to keep them company in the Court 
of Plenty. Then the conduits of the building 
run with wine, 'duringe whc. tyme th' inglishe 
Lords shall maske wth. the Scottisho Ladves.' 
On the third night, Disdain, ridin~· a wild 
boar and Prepencyd Malyce, in the liken~ss of 
a serpent j wert-i to draw in an orcha:rd with six 
or eight lady masquers sittins in it. Disdain 
declares that his master Pluto, highly indie;nant 
at thR prodeedin~s of the last two nights, has 
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sent Malice to require either the freeing of 
Discord and False Report or the yielding up of 
Peace. But at this point Discretion enterR lead-
ing a horse on which rides Hercules or Valiant 
Courage, and he explains that they hfl.ve been sent 
to confound Pluto's devices, but that H0~cules 
needs words of encoura~emont from P:ru~ence and Tem-
perance if his efforts nre to be crowned with 
success. Discretion then approaches the Court 
of Plenty und asks Prudence how lonr; she wishes 
Peace to dwell with herself :1 rld '11empnrance, a.nd 
sr,e replies by lowering a 'grnndgarcl.e' inscribed 
the word Ever. '11hen he asks Temperance 
when Pence shall depart from herself and Pru-
dence, and she lets down a sword inscribed with 
the word Never. Discretion arms Hercules with 
the r;randgarde and sword, and a fight takes 
place, in.which Disdain eseapes with his lif'e 
but Prepencyd Malyce is killed. 'After this 
shell come out of the garden, the vj or viij 
Ladies maskers, wth a songeJ. ••• as full of 
armony as maye be devised. 1 ~7 
rrhe weakness of this masque was a resuJ.t of the masquers 
not having o central or even a.n integral p8.rt of the show. 
Miss Welsford, however, states thn.t the "chief interest 
0f i<l lies • • • in that fact thut it is an experiment, 
and sugvests that in England, as elsewhere, on one occo.nion 
at least, a conscious attempt was made to develop the form 
27welsford 1 pp. 153-154. 
of the masque. 11 28 
At Shrovetide 1571, 1577, and 1579 the following 
descriptions of Court masques were given respectively: 
One of' the forenamed Ma.skes ( i. e. one of' the 
masques performed at Shrovetide, 1571) had go-
ing before it A Childe gorgevsly decked for 
Mercury, who vttered A speeche: & presented 
iij fflowers (wrouehte·1n silke & golde) to the 
Queenes Maiestie, signefieng victory, peace, & 
plenty, to ensue. he had also ij torchebearers 
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in Long gownes of changeable Taffata with him •••• 
.... -
l_There wa.si a lone;e Maske of murrey satten 
••• prepared for Twelf night, with a device 
of 7: speeches framed correspondent to the 
daie. Their Torchebearers vj: had gownes of 
. crymsen Damask, and heade-pee ces new furnished, 
showen on Shrovetuysdaie night, without anie 
speeche. 
A Maske of Amasones in all Armore compleate 
• • • -one w.1. thA spea.ch to the Quenes. maies tie 
delivering A Table with writin~es vnto her 
hignes comyng in with musitions playing on Cor-
nettes a.pparrelled in lonrr,e white taffeta sa.r-
venett garmentes torche bearers with the trooche-
man weBring longe gownes of white taf.feta • • • 
and after the Amasons had dawnced with Lordes 
in her maiesties presence in came. 
An other Maske of kn_~_g_htes all l:lkewise in 
Armoure conrpleete ••• and commung in with 
one before them. with A spen.ch vnto her highnes 
and deliverine; A table written their torch bearers 
being Rutters apparrelled. in greene satten 
Ierkines .••• the Amasons and the Knightes 
after the Knightes had dawnced A while with 
Ladies before her maiestie did then in her maiesties 
presence fight at Barriars.29 
.. On July 5, 1564, Elizabeth entertained at the house of 
Sir Richard Sackville, where a masque was given at which she 
was presented a sonnet in her honor: 
1 After supper • • • the C~ueen came· out to the hall, 
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which was lit with many torches, where the comedy 
was represented. I should not have understood much 
o.f it, if the Queen had not interpreted, as she 
told me what to do. The~r generally deal with 
marris.ge in the comedies • • • The comedy ended, 
and then there wa.s a mask of certain gentlemen who 
entered dressed in black and white, which the 
Queen told me were her colours, and after dancing 
a while one of them approach~d and handed the 
Queen a sonnet in English, pP.aising her. A banquet 
followed, ending at 2 a. m.JO 
One of the common characteristics of the masque, from its 
earliest· days until its decline, was the .flattery and praise 
bestowed upon the monarch by the masquers.31 
Althoue;h the culminating dance was one of the charac-
teristics of the masque, there are a f'ew Eliz.abethan examples 
--such a.s th!'! entertatnment given at the provincial ci.ty 
of Norwich in 15'l8--in which this does not occur. In the 
following Norwich ludus, the entertainment was more akin 
to the old momeries than to the Court masque: 
On Thursday, 'there was an excellent princely 
maske brought before hir after supper, by May-
ster Goldi.ngham, in the Privie Chamber: it was 
of gods and-goddesses, both strangely and richly 
apparelled. The first that entred was Mercurie. 
Then entred two torch-bearers, ••• sixe 
musitia.ns, ••• playing very cunningly. Then 
two torch-bearers more.· Then Jupiter and Juno,. 
Torchbearers, · 





and last came Cupid and concluded the matter. 
'I'hey marched onee about the chamber, and then 
Mercury made an introdtlctory speech. 
Then they marched about again, and tTupi ter 
30Chambers, The Elizabe~ Stage, I, 161. 
31schelling, p. 134. 
spoke to· the Queen and preslented hei• with a 
riding wand of whale's fin curiously wrought. 
His speech promised her his protection, and 
assured her that as he had first given her 
sovereignty so he would give her still 'peer-
lesse power' to rule and love; the wand being 
39 
a token that she would 'in quiet rule the la.nde.• 
Juno spoke next, giving a purse curiously wrought. 
Her speech begins: •Is Juno rich? No, sure 
she is not so,' and states the love the Queen 
has won from her subjects far exceeds riches, 
that she, Juno, can neither give her anythin~ 
better, nor take away the good she has already 
found. And so the performance continued. Each 
made an offering, accompanying it with appro-
priate speech. Before each couple of gods appeared, 
the marching round was performed ar;ain. 
After this, 'The gods and goddesses, with 
the reste of the maske, marched aboute the 
chamber againe, and then departed in like manner 
as they came in.' The Queen thanked the Mayor 
heartily and had some private talk with him, and 
so passed the night to the joy of all wl:o saw 
her G:r>ace 'in so pleasaunt plight.•32 
This, however, was not an indication of a reversion to the 
older momeries. Although the popularity of the newer Court 
masques had spread through the country, the provincial 
areas were more conservative than the Court, which was 
more open to new idea~. The outlying areas continued to 
observe the older ~ long after the Court had given them 
up.33 
The men of Gray's Inn presented Proteus and the. 
Adamantine Rock. a very important masque, to the Court at 
m1rovetide 1595 as a conclusion to their Christmo.s lud~a. 
Onl1 of the few Elizabethan masques of which such a det.8.:I.led 
account remains,. this masque is preserved in the Genta 
J2welsford, pp. 151+-lSS. 
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Grayorum. The songs and speeches are definitely attributed 
to Thomas Campion and Francis Davison respectively. OVer 
and above the detailed knowledge we have of this masque, its 
importance is in the fact'that it represents a turning point 
in the history of the masque. It is the earliest extant 
masque exhibiting all the characteristics of the later masques 
of Jonson and other seventeenth-century writers. It exhibits 
what they established as the norm for the masque: 
The introductoi-•y song and dialogue,· the entry 
of the masquers, the masque dances, tho revels, 
the final song and dialogue recalling the masquers 
to the scene and concluding the performance, and 
finally the motiving3pf the whole by B. slight story 
and dramatic action. ~ 
Although not quite so elabo:r•ate, it has all the components 
of .Jacobe:an and Caroline masques except the antima.sque .35 
First entered five musicians representing •an 
Esquire of the Prince's Company, .attended by a Tartarian 
Page. Proteus the Sea-god, attended by two Tritons. 
Thamesis and Amphitrite, who likewise were attended by 
their Sea-nymphs.' The nymphs and Tri tons sang a song · 
in praise of Neptune: •Of Neptune's Empire let us 
sing ••• •' Then from a conversation between the 
Esquire, Proteus, Arnphitrite and Thamesis:, we learn 
that the Prince of Purpoole had caught Proteus, and 
refused to let him go, until he promised to bring 
to an appointed place the •Adamantine Rock,' the 
magn&tlc cliff that brought with it the empire 
of the sea. But Proteus would only agree to do this 
on condition 'That first the Prince shculd bring.him 
to a Power, Which in attrRctive virtue should sur-
pass The wondrous force of his Iron-drr1wing rocks .. v 
The Prince o:r Purpoolo and seven of his knights ha,re 
allowed themselves to be shut; tnto the rock a.s hostages,, 
for the performance of this covenants and now the 
moment of trial has come. Proteus descants on the 
magnetic virtue of the adamantine rock, but the 
3l+Ibid .. , p. 164. 
35rbid., PP· 16J-16h. 
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squire points out that the rock may draw iron, 
but the Queen attracts to herself the hearts of 
men, and the human heart moves the arm that can 
wield iron. Protheus acknowledges himself de.fea.ted. 
When these Speeches were thus delivered, 
Proteus, with his bident striking of adamant, 
which was mentioned in the Speeches, made utterance 
for the Prince, and his seven Knights, who had 
given themselves as hostages for the performance 
of the Covenants between the Prince and Proteus, 
as is declared in the Speeches. Hereat Proteus, 
Amphitrite and Thamesis, with their attendants, 
the Nymphs and Tritons, went unto the rock, and 
then the Prince and the seven Knights issued forth 
of the rock, in a very stately mask, very richly 
attired, and gallantly provided of all things 
meet for the performance of so great an enter-
prize. They came forth o.f the rock in couples, 
and before every couple came two pigmies with 
torches. At their .first coming on the Stage, they 
danced a. new devised measure, etc. A'fter which, 
they took unto them La.dies; and with them they 
danced their galliards, courants, etc. .A:·nd they 
danced another new measure; after the end whereof, 
the pigmies brought eight escutcheons·" with the 
maskers devices thereupon, and delivered. them to the 
Esquh:•e !' who offered them to her Majesty; which 
being done, they took their order again, and 
with a new strain, went all into the rock; a,t 
which time there was sung another new Hymn with-
in the rock • • • • 
For the present her Majesty graced every 
one; particularly, she thanked his Highness ••• 
and wished that their sports .had continued longer, 
for the pleasure she took therein; which may 
well appear from her answer to the.Courtiers, 
who danced a measure innnediately a.fter the mask 
wa.s ended, saying, •Whatt shall we have bread 
and cheese after a banquet?' ••• her Majesty 
gave them her hand to kiss, with most gracious 
words of connnendatlons to them particularly, 
and in general of Gra.y 1 s-Inn, as an House she 
was much beholden unto, for that it d.id alw~ys 
study for some sports to present unto her.J 
Miss: Welsford asks the question whether the devoloped 
masque, as it was represented by P.roteus and the AdaE!_anti~ 
Hock, was a genre peculiar to England, or were Campion and 
-------------
36rbid., PP· 162-163. 
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Davison copying foreign examples and using particularly 
French models for it. Proteus and the Adamantine Rook. is 
------- _...._ 
described very modestly in the Gesta Gra.yorum: "the sports, 
therefore consisting of a Masque, and some speeches that 
w-ere as introductions to it. 11 37 The co-authors certainly 
would have given credit to whatever foreign source influenced 
them 1.f this were the case. The term masque, she points 
out, is used here still to apply primarily to the procession 
of the masquers rather than to the entire performance.38 
In fact, o~ careful examination, Proteus will 
be seen to be still true to ·the type or those 
masques in Henry VIII's reigh which had 
coalesced with the earlier disguisings and 
had been absorbing some of the characteristics 
of the interlude. In Proteus all the early 
features are there. The masquers appear from 
a machine, dance by themselves, with the 
spectators, and then retire again to their 
machine, and the chief chanp,e is the more 
developed dramatic character• oi' the intro-
ductory speeches, which supply the semblance 
of a plot and give unity to the whole perfor-
mance. This improvement is the natural out-
come of a process which had been going on 
since the beginriing of the Tudor period, and 
was due partly to the association of the 
disgui.sing and masque with the interlude and 
entertainment e.nd stage p1 ay; partly again to 
the steady influence of the Prench and Italian 
masquerades, which was experienced both direct-
ly and throu~:i;h the mediati.on of dramatic 
entertainments at noble houses.39 . 
Miss Welsford sees no indication that Campion and Davison 
borrowed any specific outside ideas other than being 
affected by general influences from France and Italy .J-1-0 
3 7.re.i<!·, p. 165. 
38rb1d. 
-
39Ibl~., pp. 165-166. 
lf.Otbid Cl, pp. 162-167. 
One of the last masques danced for Elizabeth, before 
her death, was r,iven in one of the great private housess 
Rowland Whyte wrote to Sir Robert Sidney on May 16, 1600, 
that 
'there is to be a memorable maske of eight 
ladies. They have a straunge dawnce newly 
invented • • • • Those eight dawnce to the 
musiq Apollo bringes: and there is a· fine 
speach that makes mention of a ninth, much 
to her honor a.nd praise.' After the wedding, 
he writes again: •After supper the masks 
came in, as I writ in my last~ and delicate 
it was to see eight ladies so pretily and 
richly attired, Mrs Fetton leade; and after 
they had donne all their own ceremonies, 
these eight la.dies maskers chose eight ladies 
more to dawnce the measures. Mrs Fetton went 
to the Queen, and woed her to dawnce. Her 
Majesty asked what she was? Affection, she 
said. Af_fe ct ion, said the Queen, i~ false. 
Yet her Majestie rose and dawnced.•41 
Whereas it was often difficult to distinguish the 
masque from other ~ during the early Tudor period. by 
the end of Elizabeth's reign it had become shaped into a 
def~tnite p;enre.. Thi.s development was largely a result of 
the unconscious ef.forts, rather them the deliberate plans, 
of the gentlemen at the Inn of Co~trt .~-2· When Sames I 
ascended the throne in 1603, he inherited the masque which 
hn.d grown "up in a somewhat haphazard manner through the 
gradual combination e.nd fusion of various pastimes, most 
of which were ultimately of forei.gn origin. 11 43 With his 
-----------··-----
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p. 16R. 
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reign,, 1tthe masque achieved its Peal flowering in England, 
and became a setting of exquisite beauty for an evening of 
dnricing and music at court. 11 L1.!1 
A.t its prime,. during this r>eign, 
a mAs0ue mea~t definitel~ an entertainment of 
royalty, usually ~iven at court, in ~rt1ich the 
nucletw is a dance: a ly:r'ic, scenic, dramatic 
frame, so to speak, or setting f'or what we 
sLou.ld nm1 call a ball. An invarlo.l)le feature 
is the froup of dancers, from eight to sixteen 
in number, called the 'masquers,' and usually 
noble and titled people. rfiwse take no part 
in the dialogue nor in the music, but by means 
of their grouping nnd graceful pose, thsir 
handsome costumes and state1;r presence in the 
midst of GOr~eous and appropriate setting, 
mark nnd hold the center of interest~ Such 
dialogue and action 8.s tho masque invo1ves 
was, from the first, in the hands of pr·ofes-
s ional actors, as was the arrangement of scene 
and decorRtion, the music and prearran~ed 
dancinr~., In for:"n the mas quo was mnde up of 
thPoe essoutin.l p~1rts, the •entry' which 
included the I'irst appenranco of the masquers, 
their march from their 'sieges' or se8ts of 
state in the scene, followed by tho first 
dance; secondly, the 'main' or principal 
dance, and lastly the 'going out~' All these 
were c8refully prearran~ed ~nd rehearsed~ 
But between the latter two fell tr .. e 'do.nee 
with the ladies' and the 'revels~• this last 
w.:i.de up of p;allierds, cora~tos, and la vol tas; 
and these were extempore)!-::::> 
rrhe most lmportant Jacobean contributions to tho 
development of the mnsque are 
firstly, the personal pnrt:Lci.pation ni' Q,ueen 
Anne, who took a special delight in nll kinds 
of snectacle and revelry: secondly, the em-
ployment of such poets as .Jonson, rampion, 
Daniel, Peaumont, and Chnpm8n, to give the 
masks their litornry settin~; and thirdly, 
1111.Ah-rir;g, p,. 11.~8 • 
45schellinr, pp. 23~-235. 
the great development of the scenic element 
through the mecp~nical and decorative genius 
of Inigo ,Jones .46 
45 
Whereas .information concerning Elizabethan masques is 
oftentimes spotty and incomplete, the information for 
·examining the history. of the masque during James' reign is 
quite abundant and extensive. We have seen that the Gesta 
Grayorum provides the only accoun.t for an extant Elizabethan 
masque about which there is extensive information. During 
the .r·acobean period the regular practice was to issue 
elaborate descriptions of the masques, along with copies o:f' 
the songs and dialogue from the~, for those who had· not 
been able t'o attend the performance. This practice also 
publicized and glorified the poets, the performers, and 
others connected with the production.47 
In the fall of 1603, Queen Anne presented.a masque at 
Court to welcome Prince Henry. Although this masque is not 
extant, it obviously showed no advance over Proteus and the 
Adamantine Hock, for the French ambassador regarded lt as 
little more· than the informal masquerade.48 
The first Jacobean masque of any significance was The 
Vision of the Twelve Goddesses by Saml..l.el Daniel.. Presented 
by Anne 11nd her ladies a.t Hampton Court on .January 8, 1604.11 
to celebrate the arrival of James in London~ the masque is 
described as being 11 graceful.., court;ly, poetical, and 
46chambers, The_ Elizabethan Stage_, I; 170-171. 
1+7I~., 170. 
48welsford, p. 169. 
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totally undramatic. 1149 It is structureless and represents 
a rather elementary performance. It is said that Queen 
Elizabeth's large wardrobe was ransacked to provide the 
masquer's costumes.50 Anne danced in this masque. 
For this masque, Daniel used what is called dispersed 
scenery. 'l'his is scenery scattered. throughout the hall 
rather than being concentrated in one location. Dispersed 
scenery was an old arrangement. Each scene is stationary 
and before .the view of the audience at all times. There 
was so much scenery in the hall for this performance, in 
fact, that there was hardly any room for the guest to view it. 
According to one Dudley Carleton, a contemporary witness, 
this was an unsatisfactory arrangement. "The Hale, 11 he 
states, "was so much lessened by the workes that were in 
it, so as none could be admitted but men of appearance. 11 51 
At one end of the room we should have seen a 
greDt rock or mountain, with in 1the midst from 
the top • • • a winding stayre of breadth for 
three to march.' Thence Iris was to descend; 
there some of the musici.ans were placed; and there, 
too, the whole bevy of' masked ladies, in the sem-
blance of goddesses, made their appearance. 
Directly opposite to this mountain, at the 
upper end of' the hall, stood another rock-
like structure, wrought to reveal a cave. 
Here Somnus lay sleeping until Night rose and, 
coming towards him, succeeded in awakening 
her son. Thus aroused, he waved his white wand, 
nnd immediately a smo.11 curtnin stretched 
over part of tho left-hand side of the hall 
was removed. Behind it Somnus made 'them seem 
49schelline, p. 236. 
50r:hambers, ~,he El:tza.bethnn Stage, I, 171 ~ 
SlAllardyce Nicoll, Stuart i'fo.sgue~ and the Hena:_issance 
Sta0e (New York, 1963), p :-sb.. -- --
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to· see there a Temple .. i52 
Although there was no actual change of scene, the curtain 
concealing the temple was an atte:11pt to reveal the whole 
scene in two distinct parts to the viewers. 
All masques, up to this point seem to have been merely 
a prelude to the event which occurred at Court on Twelfth 
Niv,ht 1605, when Ben Jonson and Inigo .Jones collaborated 
on their first Court ludus. "The hi.story of the masque • • • 
is bound up with the history of this famous partnership~ 11 53 
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Chapter III 
Although there were other contributers to the masque, 
such as Thomas Campion, Samuel Daniel, Francis Beaumont, 
George Chapman, Thomas Ca.rew,.Sir William D•Aveaant, and 
James Shirley, none was so important as Ben Jonson and 
Inigo Jones, who, through their Joint efforts, brought the 
masque to its highest point of development. 
As poet, Jonson wrote the librettos for the masques. 
He gave the masques a theme, a mood, and a unity that they 
had never before possessed, by tr;ring to develop a central 
incident or idea in the presentations. After the intro-
duction of the antimasque, he tried to keep it within 
proportion to the rest of the performance and to retain a 
certain dignity. Although the C:ourt often suggested ideas 
to him, it was Jonson himself who developed them into a 
µerfo:rmance of classical allegory.. As a learned student of 
Renai.ssance mytholog-J, Jonson depended quite heavily upon 
the Greek and Roman classi.cs fcrr his themes. His ma.in 
sources fc::r muthology were tho th1~oe Italian scholars who 
hP.rl. summar·ized sixteenth-century mythological know1odge: 
Lilio Gregorio Giraldi, Natale r.onti, and Vincenza r.nrtari.1 
-----------------··---
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,Jones~ the architect and designer of the masques, 
gave them their visual spectacle. He designed both the 
ingenious scenery and the gorgeous costumes. His theatrical 
innovation dazzled the audience and brought him high recog-
nition at Court. Having travelled abroad, especially in 
Italy, Jones returned to England with .first-hand knowledge 
oJ:. the latest f3plendors f':rom theatrical per.formances at the 
Italian Court.2 Jones was determined to introduce the 
artistic idea.ls of' other nations, especially the .French 
ballet·s and the Italian intermedii, into England. Many 
of' his masques, in fact, were actual borrowings from a 
famous Florentine .festival of' 1608. It is said, in this· 
regard that "in mastery of stage mechanism he was pro-
bably second to none. His originality is more dubious."3 
It was mentioned that all ludi prior to the Twelfth 
Night masque of 1605 seem merely a prelude to ~ Masqu.Q_ 
of Blackness that began Jonson's and Jones' long and troubled 
partnership. 
The Masque of Blackness marks an epoch in the 
history of the English masque. Jonson and 
Inigo Jones collaborated for the first time; 
that fact alone would have made it memorable. 
Jonson tried to import into it a constructive 
. and dramatic element; Inigo brought to bear 
upon the setting his fine art;istic sense and 
his knowledr;e of Ital:i.an art .L~ 
2Akrigg, p. 148. 
3welsford, p. 243. 
~-Herford anci Simpson, X, 450. 
Queen Anne presented The Masque of Blackness in honor of 
the naming of Prince Charles as the Duke of York. It was 
the Queen's expressed desire that· dictated the subject matter. 
Jonson recorded that "(because it was her Maiesties will, to 
haue them lthe masquer;J Black-mores at first) the inuention 
was deriued by me • • • • If 5 (Persons disguised as Negresses 
had appeared at Court before.) 
First, for the Sc~, was drawne a Landtschap 9 
consisting of sma.11 woods, and here and there 
a void place fill' d with hunti.ngs; which falling, 
an artificiall sea was seene to. shoote forth, 
a.s if it flowed to the land, raysed with 
waues, which seemed to moue, and in some places 
the billow to breake, as imitating that orderly 
disorder, which is common in nature. In front 
of this sea were placed sixe Tritons, in mouing, 
and sprightly actions; their vpper parts humane, saue 
that their haires were blue,· as partaking of 
the sea-colour: their desinent parts, fish,· 
mounted ·aboue their heads, and all varied in 
dispos i tior1. From their backs were borne out 
certa.ine light pieces of taffata, as if carryed 
by the winde, and their musique made out of 
wreathed shells. Behind these, a paire of Sea-
maides, for song, were as conspicuously seated; 
betweene which, two great S~a-horses {as bir:ge 
as the life) put forth themselues; the one 
mountinp, aloft, and writhing his head from the 
other, whlch seemed to sinke forwards; so in-
tended for variation, and that the figure 
behind, might come off better: vpon their backs, 
OCEANVS and NIGER were aduanced. 
OCEANVS, presented in a humane forme, the· 
colour of' his flesh, blue; and shaddowed witb. 
a robe of sea-greene; hls head grey; and horned; 
as he is described by the Ancients: his bea..!'d 
of the like mixt colour·: hee ws.s gyrlonded 
with Alga, or sea-grasse: and :ln his hand a 
Trident. · 
- NfGER, in forme and colour of' an Aethiope; 
his haire, and rare beard cnrled, shaddowed 
with a blue, and bright ma.ntle: his f'ront, neck, 
s~., vrr, 169. 
and wrists. adorned with pearle, and crowned, 
with an artificiall wreathe of cane, and paper-
rush. 
These induced the Masquers, which were 
twelue Nymphs, Negro 1 s; and the Daughters of 
NIGER; attended by so many of the OCEAN(I)AE, 
which were their light-bearer~. 
The Masquers were placed in a great con-
caue shell, like mother of pearle, curiously 
made to moue on those waters, and rise with 
the billow; the top thereof was stuck with a. 
cheu•ron of lights, which, indented to the 
proportion of the shell, strooke a glorious 
beame vpon them, as they were seated, one 
aboue another: so that they were all seene, 
but in an extrauagant order. 
On sides of the shell, did swim sixe huge 
Sea-monsters, varyed in their shapes, and dis-
positions, bearing on their backs the twelue 
torch-bearers; who were planted there in seuerall 
greces~ so as the backs of some were seene; 
some in EUrfle, or side; others in face: and 
a.11 hauing their lights bui"'ning out of whelks, 
or murex shells. 
- The attyre of (the) 'Masqu_E>~ was alike, 
in all, without difference: the colours, azure, 
and siluex:: (their hRyre thicke, and eux-led 
vpright :ln t.resses, 1yke Py:r·~rnlids,) but re-
turned on thB top with a scroll ind antique 
dressing of feathers, and iewells interlaced 
with ropes of pearle. And, ror the front, 
eare, neck, and wrists, the ornament was of 
the most choise and orient pearle; best set.ting 
off from the black. 
For the light-beare'.!"_?_, sea-greene, waued 
about the skirts with gold and siluer: their 
haire loose, and flowing, gyrlanded with sea-
grasse, and that stµck with branches of corall. 
These thus presented, the Sc~ behind, 
seemed a vast sea (and vnited with this that 
flowed forth) from the termination.; or hor:l.-
zon of which (being the leuel1 of' the State, 
Wflf ch was placed in the vpper end of the hall) 
1rrn.s drawme, by the lines of trospft_c:_~J.:..~' the 
whole worke sr1oot:i.nr: downewnrns, f'ro:rn the eye; 
whj ch decorum mnde it more con.spicuous, and 
criuf~ht-the eye a farre off w:i th a wnndring 
benuty.. To wh1ch was added. An a.bscure and 
cJ.ogdy nir;ht-piece, that mode the whole set 
of'. 
6,.1:. c 
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The basic story is as follows: 
Niger, accompa.nied by his daughters and 
their attendants, has arrived. together with 
Oceanus at the Court of England. He explains 
to Oceanus that his daughters have .fallen into a 
pro.found despair on hearing of the superior beauty 
of the numphs living in other parts of the world, 
and have been wandering, in obedience to a vision, 
in quest of a land 'whose termination (of the 
Greek) sounds tania, 1 where they hope to get cured 
of their blackness. At this point in the action the 
Moon goddess reveals herself, and explains that she 
has now come to announce that her prophecy has been· 
fulfilled, in that the daughters of Niger have arrived 
at Eritania, a land governed by "bright Sol" 
(i. e. King James.)7 . 
Inasmuch as the masque owed its existence to the patronage 
of' the Grown, it was excusable that praise of the monarch, 
which was a customary part of the masque, sometimes 
approached hyperbole. 
Jones' architectual ingenuity was immediately apparent 
when the audience saw the scenery placed in one locality 
on the stage fJt the lower end of' the hall and enclosed 
within a proscenium arch. Both the one location of' the 
scene and its being enclosed within sort of a picture frame 
were Renaissance innovations, setting a precedent for all 
future Court masques. This was quite a contrast to the 
preceding masques, such as The Vision of the rl'welve Goddesses, 
that had followed medieval stave production of having 
dispersed scenery or multiple stages. 
Another important Henaissn.nce device used in this masaue, 
and in lnter ones, was the machine. A machine was a moveable 
7welsford, p. 175. 
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pi.ace of scenery, such as the sea scene in ~ Masque .£[_ 
Blackness or the cloud effect and the trans.fer or trees 
from one part of the stage to another in HY!flenaei (1606) 
and Lord Hay's Masgue (1607) respectively. In these three 
examples, however, the term engine would have been used 
actually rather than machine, which was not used until the 
produ.ction of Oberon, the Faery Prince in 1611. 8 
Although The Masque of Blackness typified Renaissance 
theatrical innovations in productions by having the sea 
scene, a divided heaven, a concentrated setting on a single 
platform, and the use of a machine, it lacked the important 
characteristic of the Renaissance theatre of a change of 
scenery.9 The Masque of Blackness had only the one scene, 
and there was no chanr.i;e .. 
The au.laeum, or f'ront curtain, extended across the 
stage and concealed everything behind the stage from the 
spectators' view. This, too, was an idea .Jones broup;ht from 
Italy. 'l1he curtain was painted with a lar..ds cape and in 
ec1rJ.y descriptions the term ~!:. was often used synonymously 
with ~laeum.10 
Directly in front of the stage was an open space, 
carpeted in green material, to be used later for dancing. 
Also, for the King's use, in the forefront of the hall was 
8Nicoll, Stuart Maso~ and the Renaissance Star;e, p. 60. 
9rbict. 
l01i· J. L ,, .. .. awrence, 
1963), T, ll'l. 
The [::J.izabethan Playh~ (New York, 
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a canopied platform protected by palisades. This was called 
the State. 
Many of the ideas for The Me.sgue of Blackness were 
taken from an Italian tournament at Florence in 1579 for the 
wedding of Francesco de' Medici and Bianca Capello.11 In 
other masques, Jones repeatedly incorporated ideas from 
Italian ludi into his own spectacles. 
Dudley Carleton, a spectator, gave his impression of 
the evening's entertainment in the following comment: 
At Night we had the Queen's Maske in the Ban-
queting-Hous·e, or rather her Pagent. There 
was a great Engine at the lower end of-the Room, 
which had Motion, and in it were Images of Sea-
Horses with other terrible F::i.shes, .which were 
ridden by Moors: The Indecorum was that there 
was all Fishes ~nd no Water. At the further end 
was a great Shell in form of a Skallop, wherein 
were four Seats; on the lowest sat the Queen with 
my Lady· Bedford: on the ri:is t were placed the Ladies 
Suffolk, Darbv, Hich, Ef'fingham, Ann Herber~, 
Susan Herbert, FUizabeth }Towo.rd, Walsingham and 
Fievil. Their Appa.rell was rich, but too light 
and Curti?.an-like for such great ones. Instead 
of Vizznrds, their Faces and Arms up to the Elbows 
were painted black, which we.s Disguise sufficient, 
for they were hard to be known; but it became them 
noth:t~ ~ !fell:_ ~ their ;r>ed and-white, .fill<! you-
cannot imagine·.! !!1-2.!:£ ugly S:i.r~ht., ~.n !!:. Troop of 
lean-check'd Moors. The Spa~ and Venetian 
Ambassado~~ were both present • • • • trhe Spanish 
ambassado~l took out the Q,ueen, and forgot not to 
kiss her Hand, though there was Danger it would 
have left a. Mark on his Lips. The Night's Work 
was concluded and a Banquet in the r.:1;rea.t Chamber, 
whi.ch was so curiously ussn.u1ted, that down went 
Table and 1rresses ·before one bit was touehed.12 
llHerfo:rd and Simpson, X, L1.50. 
12Akrigg, p. 150. 
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Most of the guests, however, were not quite so critical 
and considered the masque a success. It assured Jonson and 
Jones a position of prestige at Court and the honor of present-
ing royal entertainment for the next three decades. 
Anne herself, as was mentioned, appeared as a masquer 
and danced in The Masgue, of Blackness. Ladies of the Court 
performed in the masque long before women appeared on the 
public stage, a practice which was not accepted until the 
Restoration. Participating in the masque was restricted 
to the more noble elements of society. No matter what one's 
position was at Court, it was acceptable to dance in the 
masnue. In Oberon, The Faery Prince, for example, "two earls, 
three barons, five knights, and two squires 11 13 appeared as 
masquers. Masquers appear to have been volunteers. Only 
oceosionally did hired or professional players take a part 
in the r,ourt; performances. Although he always remained an 
ent:wsiastic promoter of it, James never took a part in a 
masque. 
Jonson and Jones 1 next collaboration, H:vmenaei, was 
presented on Twelfth Night 160() to celebrate the ill-fated 
marriage of the Earl of Essex and Lady Prances Howard. Sir 
John Pory described the masque in a letter he wrote to 
Sir Robert ~otton: 
••• both In:t.r;o, Don, and the a.cto1•s men and 
women did their part.es w:l.th r~reut eommendation. 
The con~eite or soule of tho mask was Hymen bring-
inr; in ~1 bride and Juno pronuba' s priest a ·bride-
~room, proclaimin~ those two should be sRcrificed 
13Herford and Simpson, X, 5lfl. 
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to nuptial vnion, and here the poet made an apostrophe 
to the vnion of the kingdoms. But before the sacri- · 
fice could be performed, Ben Jonson turned the globe 
of the earth standing behihd the altar, and with ... 
in the concaue sate the 8 men-maskers repre~enting 
the 4 humours and the fower affections which leapt 
forth to disturb the sacrifice to vnion:·but amidst 
their fury Heason that sate a.boue them all, crowned 
with burning tapers, came down and silenced them. 
These eight together with Heason their moderatresse 
mounted a.boue their heades, sate somewhat like the 
ladies in the scallop shell the last year. Aboue 
the globe of erth houered a middle region of clogdes 
in the center wheof stood a grand consort of musicians, 
and vpon the cantons or hornes sate the ladies 4 
at one corner, and 4 at another, -who descended 
vpon the stage, not after the stale downright per-
pendicular fashion, like a bucket into a well; but 
came gently sloping down. These eight, after the 
sacrifice was ended, represented the 8 nuptial powers 
of Juno pronuba who came downe to conf irme the 
vnion. The men were clad in crimzon and the weomen 
in white. They had euery one a white plume o~ the 
richest herons fethers, and were so rich in ,jewels 
vpon their }-._ea.des as was ir:ost glorious. I think 
they hired and borrowed all the principal jewels 
and ropes of perle both in.court and cotty. The 
Spanish ambassador seemed but poore to the meanest 
of them. They danced a.11 variety of dances, both 
seuerally and promiscue; and then the women took in 
men as namely the Prince (who danced with as great 
perf'ection and as setled a maiesty as could be deuised), 
the Spanish ambassador, the Archdukes Ambassador, the 
Duke, etc., and the men gleaned out the4Queen, the bride, and the greatest of th.e ladies.l ·· 
In an elementary dramatic way, Hymenaei was an improve-
ment over its predecessor; for Reason, Hymen, and Order 
actually took a part in the dramntic action r~ther than 
acting merely as presenters who gave through their speeches 
an explanation of the appearance of the other masquers. 
Through their actions and words, Jonson turned Hym,enaei into 
a symbolic performance of the meaning of marriage~ This 
masque showes clearly that Jonson still considered the masque· 
14welsford, p. 179. 
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primarily to be the procession of masquers rather than the 
entire performance.15 He spoke oi' "the night of.' the Masquers 
(which were two, one of Men, the other of' Women) • • . .. 1116 
It ls thought that Jonson's poetny rises to its highest , 
level in Hvmenae~.17 
Lord Hay's Masaue, presented by Campion on Tweli'th 
Ni~ht 1607, has been called a transition masque between The 
Vis:ton of the Twelve Goddesses and later ludi.18 It will be 
recalled that Daniel had employed the medieval practice of 
dlspersed s cener:r with no change of' scenery. 'l'he Masguq_ £!. 
Slackness had had no scene change, although the scene 
painted on the curtain was a hint of a change. Later masques. 
with their concentrated settings, would eventually hctve 
scene changes. Campion's masque represented a sort of 
intermediate stage. Although there was no actual change of 
scenery, there was a curtain across the whole stage, and 
first one side of the stage was shown to the audience and 
then the entire stage. This was an ~ttempt in the direction 
of a scene chan~e. 
Th0 subject of the masque--which was in honour 
of the marriage of Lord Hayes--was a dispute between 
Flora., Ci-oddess of' Flowers, and Night, the repre-
sentative of Cynthia or Diana, Goddess of Chastity. 
Night complains that Florn, together> \.Jith Zephyr-
and the Sylvans, are wantonly insulting the Moo~ 
15Ibid., pp. 179-180. 
16nerJ'ord and Slmpson, VII, 210. 
17schellin~, p. 2JR. 
18Nicoll, Stuart Masgues and the Ren,~lssanee Sta~:• p. S7. 
Goddess by celebrating the. theft of' one of her 
n:ymphs. That this is a dangerous thing to do is 
shown by the fact that already certain Knights of 
Apollo have been turned into trees: 
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1 By Cynthia's vengement for their injuries 
Tn seeking to seduce her nymphs with love.' 
At this juncture Hesperus arrives with the news that 
Cynthia had been appeased by Phoebus and desires 
Night to rctrnnsform the trees into humnn shape. 
Night obeys, and the trees sinking three at a time 
beneath the star,e are cleft into three parts out 
of which jump the Knight:::: clothed in leafy garments. 
'I'hr:! Knights, after they have danced some masque 
dances, leave the dancing place and march be.ck one by 
one to the upper stagejl i.n order to rnake a solemn 
off'erin,o; of their leafy d:L3q;uise at Diana's troe. 
rrhey then return to dance once more in their own 
resplendent masquin~ garments.19 
Campion wa.s both a poet and a musician~ He wa8 his own 
composer for thB music in his rnasquos, and for this reason 
tho amsic:::i.1 elem"'}nt is predom:lnant in his pieces .20 Lord 
lfo.Y' s Masque. '1 is notable n1ike for its pootry and the 
elaborate incidental music.. Forty-odd instr•uments--a. bandora, 
a double sackbote, a harpsichord, with treble violins, even 
six cornets"21 played in the production. Campion may have 
taken his idea for this masque from a French masquE~rade 
written by Rnif in 1565.22 
The Masque of Beaut:y~ wn.s tho 'I'welfth Nip;ht r:mtertainment 
for 1608. Jonson was ari:ain :followinr; Ann0' s instru.r~tions 
f'or cre~itinr; a tlv::rne. She intended tr1ic, porrormance to be 
22· ., J .,.. · 1 o] lNe .. s.tord, p .. _u .• 
a. sequel to The Masgue of Rlnc:kness. .Tonson .record<:1d: 
Two yeares being now past, that her Maiestie 
had intermitted these deli~hts, and the third 
almost come; it was her Highnesse pleasure, againe 
to glorifie the Court, and command, that I should 
thinke on some fit presentment, which should an-
swere the former, still keeping them the same per-
sons, the daughters of NIGEF, but their beautie8 
varied according to promise, and their time of ab-
sence ex~us 1 d, with foure more added to their 
number.2j 
The Venetian ambassador considered T~e Masque of Beauty 
to be a success., and he was very complimentary of' its scenic 
effects: "The apparatus and the cunning of the stage 
machinery was a miracle, the abundance and beauty of the 
lights immense, the music and the dance most sumptuous. 11 24 
Opinions vary to whether the praise-worthy effects are 
attributable to Jones or another artisan~25 
On Shrove Tuesday 1608, ,Jons on and J·ones a.gain 
collaborated to present The ~I.addington I'1_asgue (now referred 
to as The Hue _and CrY, after Cupid) to celebrate the nuptials 
of John Viscount Haddington and Lady Elizabeth Hadcli.ff'e. 
This masque_, another variation on the marriage theme, was 
important for two reasons: this was Jones' first experiment-
ation with the scena ductilis, an Italian innovation of 
placing scenes in depth; as one scene was finished, it would 
open to reveal another scene behind it. 'J'he opening scene 
he_rc, was of" a rocky cliff; Vulcan commanded the enormous 
rock to open 
--~------~--,..-------------·-
23H,,n.,ford and Simpson, VII, lf31. 
2~~elsford, p. 180. 
2Srbid .. 
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at whichJ) with a lowd and full rnusig,ue, the Cli.ffe 
parted in the midst, and dis couered. §.£ illu.s trious 
Concaue, fill'd with §!!. ample and glistering light, 
in which, an artificiall Sphere was made of siluer, 
eighteene foot in the Diameter, tha~ti:i'rne'd per-
petually: the Colouri ~ hei~htned with gold, ~ 
were the Artrek and Antarick circles~ the Tropicks, 
the Aequinoctialr,-the T1er:i.dian, and Horizon; onel;y_ 
the Zodiake ~of pure gold: in w!:l.ich, the Masquers, 
vnder the Characters of the twelve Signes, were 
pla0' d-;Qswering them inri'Umb~;r; whose offiCeS;° 
with the whole frame, as it turned, VVLCAN went 
rorwarcr; to descrihe.2tr 
The S('lCOnd important feature of' rrhe. gg_ddJngton.. ~-fasque, 
and certa:lnly the most far-reaching.one, was Jonson's 
introduction· of the antimasque. The antimasque was a little 
1udus, originally preceding the masque, used "as a foil to 
emphasize in its contrasted grotesqueness and drollery the 
dignified beauty of the masque proper. 1127 Jonson gave the 
term antimasque to the performance, and by the use of the 
prefix anti, it is clearly evident that he meant its 
grotesqueness to serve as a contrast or antithesis to the 
beauty of the 11 rnaine" masque, as Beaumont referred to it •. 28. 
He used the tern in order "to emphasize the fact that the 
antirnasoue was meant as a foil, and not as a mere variety 
entertainment.29 
In his first experimentat:ton with the antimasque, :ronson 
had Venus searching for her son nupid. There were 
twelve boys, most anticldy attired, that repre-
sented the Sports, and pretty Lightnesses that 
·---·--------------------
26nerford and Simpson, VIT, 257-2580 
27schelling, p. 238. 
28r:hnmbers 1 I, 191.+. 
2 9welsford, p. 186. 
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accompany Love, under tho titles of Joci and nisus 
.. .. .. • 'v.Jherewi th thoy fell into a subtle and 
capricious dance, to as odd a music, ench of them 
bearing torches, and norlding with their antic 
faces, with other variety of ridiculous gesture, 
which gave much occasion elf mirth and delight to 
the spectators.JO · · 
Al though the origin of the a!1timasque is uncert-ain, it 
is clear that Jonson did not consider it his own invention • .31 
'J'he unsophist:i.cAted enterta:Lnmont, such as tho antimasque 
represent0d in antithesis to the splendor of tho m,9_:':_!1. masque, 
wns not introduced into ~nglnnd for the first time in tho 
s0ventoenth century. 
Clowns .. mariners, "wodwosos 11 and so forth of' the 
earlier Elizabethan reve1r~ must have lent them-
sel vc[; to hunorous tren trr10 nt, and :lndeed mirth hn.s 
ot all times been of "the essence of revels. Thore 
is some reason to think that a traditional form 
.. , ') 
of' ,ri;rotesque mank at con:rt was the morris., Jc. 
In mqny early porf'ormances at nour>t, &11 the charaeters were 
either humorously or grotesquely disguised. The dances 
they did were called antics. The word anticmasgue was used 
although it was used sarcasticnlly in tho latter rather than 
se.r:Lously. 
Daniel used the term .!!:l:~:~emasquo in 'I'ethy_~ Festival. 
Two theories are given as possihlo reasons for his using tbs 
o.n'..:e prr::fix rather than <fonson 1 s anti. He could havn used 
£!.l~emn.sqoo. simply to omphas izo the fact that he con~~ :Ldered 
------·---- -·---
p .. 161. 
1J·1·· ., 
_). -.:......~!-~...£~, p .. 
32 Chnmhors, Tho E1izahethnn Sta0e, l • 19~--195 .. 
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the grotesque dance to be an integral or connected part of 
the main masque. Because the grotesque dance came before 
the main masque, the prefix ante was used to show that it 
was not a separate part but simply a part coming before the 
other part. Also, he might have used the term antemasque. 
because everyona in the performance was of good birth and 
he cot1ld not allow them to per.form in a masque that wa.s 
grotesque or purposely inferior to the main performance. 
Rather thon hnviag contrasting elements, Daniel might have 
considered Tethys' Festival to be "a double masque rather 
than a masque preceded by a protcisque and intentionally 
inferior antimasque."33 
The .idea of the antimasque was an immediate success, and 
its addition became a favorite among the f;ourt. ',11th the 
antimasqu.e, 11 Jonson was using a f'a.m:tliar device in a new 
and striking way, ••• begun in 1608, and perfected in 
1609 in 'rhe Ivfasque of Queens .. "34 This masque 
is a turning-point in the history of the masqu0, 
for it marks the acceptance of the antimnsque as an 
lnte~ral part of the performance, and also it is the 
first work to show unmistakable traces of the ln-
fluence of those Florentine ri..:;vels of 1608, which 
were to have such a great ~ffect on the history of 
the English Court masque.3~ 
As a result of Anne's request to have an antimasque 
included in The ~asque of Queens, it became an essentia1 
chn:rocteristic for all subsequent masques.. .Tonson recox•ded: 
33w~lsford, p. 191. 
34.ll?:i.d., p .. 18/t • 
.3 5 Ibid • , p ~ 1f3 3 • 
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because he Ma.tie (best kn.owing, that a principall 
part of life in these ~pectacles lay in theyr 
variety) had commaunded mee to think on some Daunce, 
or shew, that might praecede hers, and haue the 
place of a foyle, or false-Masque; I was carefull 
to decline not only from others, but mine owne 
stepps in that kind, since the last yeare I had an 
Anti-Masque of Boyes: and therefore, now, deuis'd 
that twelue Women, in the habite of H~~~~ or Witches, 
sustayning the persons of .Ignorance, Suspicion, 
Credulity, &c. the opposites to good Fama,,should 
fif! that part; not as a Masque, but a spectacle of' 
stranp:;enesse, producing multiplicity of Gesture, 
and not vnaptly ~orting wth the current, and whole 
fall ·of Deuise .36 
Anne performed in ~ Masgue of Queens. !n the 
following description of it, we have an idea of what an 
early antimasque was like: 
The first scene which presented itself was an 
u~ly hell full of smoke and fire, Into this hell come 
eleven witches sunnnoned by Hecate and representing 
the Vices, Falsehood, Slander, and so on. 'l'he witches 
perform a wild dance, until suddenly there is a blast 
of loud music and t-he hags with thei:r cauldron and 
their hell vanish away, whi.le in place of them appears 
a glorious and magnificent. building .figuring the House 
o.f Fame, on top of which a.ro discovered the twelve 
masquers sitting upon a throne tri11mphal 'erected in 
form of a pyramid and circled. with 'all store o.f light.' 
From this palace a person dressed as Perseus and figuring 
Heroic Virtue descends and describes the masquers, 
who are supposed to be twelve great queens o.f antiquity. 
Fame now appears at the top of the building, while the 
masquers descend to the sound of music, come out 
throup;h the doors of the House of Fame mounted upon 
four magnificent chariots d.rawn by griffins and eagles, 
where they perform their measures.37 
It is said t.hat "this antimasque contributed something of 
a satyric note to the work, and the novelty inherent in 
the contrast between the gorgeous splendoui" of the masque 
J6ner.ford and Simpson, VII, 282. 
37 . . 
Welsford, p. 183. 
proper and the contorted or 'antick' I'orms of the antimasque 
assured the latter full popularity. 11 38 
It is .contendea··,that 
the Masque of Sueens fixed the norm of the masque 
for some years. From 1609 to 1617 Ben .Jonson 
wrote masque after masque, all showing the same 
careful structure and unity of design, the anti-
masoue being strictly kept :i.n its place and serving 
as a. :r><'Oal foil to the main action. The chief mark 
of Jonson's work at this period is the steady 
development of the literary and dramatic quality 
of the revels. 
While Ben .Jonson was dovelopin:?; tho dramatlc 
side of the masque • A • Inigo Jones was perfecting 
the st~~e mechanism.3~ 
It should be remembered t:hnt .Jonson had rival poets at 
Court, smong whom was Daniel, who wrote the C.ueen 1 s ma.squ.e 
for 1610. Teth:ys' Fest:ival, ~ rrh~ 1~'.ueens Y,J"~, considered 
Danie1' s e;reates t achifwement ln the ma.sqne ~ was pre.:-;cnted 
on June S, tho day after tho investiture of Henry as the 
Prince of Wales., 11he first appenrance in a masque of Henry's 
t"~n-yeGr-old brother, Charles, the Duke of York, was ns 
Zephyrus in the antimasque of ~ethys' Festival. He was 
between 
'two g:reat Sea Slaves, the cheef'est of' Neptune's 
Servir..1.nts\i:6 .. Tritons) j attended upon by twelve 
little Ladies (N. B. Daniel says that there were 
eight and that they represented Naiades or Nymphs 
of Fountains), all of them the Daughters of' Earls 
or Barons. By one of these Mon a Speech was made 
unto the K~!.ill. and Princ.!3..t exprrJssing th~ Conceipt 
of the Maske; by tEe other, a Sword worth 20000 
Crol.rns at the least was pu.t :I.nto-£he Duke of York's 
Hands, who presented the same unto the Prince his 
Brother from the first of those Ladles Ti. e. the 
J8Nicoll, Britlsh DramH, p. 211. 
30 /Welsford, p. 188. 
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Queen) which were to follow in the next Maske.' 
In his speech Triton announced him.self as the messenger 
of' Tethys!J who was shortly to appear 1.n person attend-
ed by certain river nymphs, whom he proceeded to 
name and describe. 'This done, the Duke returned 
into his former Place ln midst or the--13tage, and 
the little Ladies performed their Dance tb the 
Amazementof all the Beholders, consider:tng the 
Tenderness of their Years and the many intricate 
Changes or the Dance; which was so dis-posed, that 
which was soever the Changes went the little Duke 
was still found to be in the midst of these lTEtle 
Dancers. These light Skirmishers having done their 
devoir, in came the Princesses; first the Queen,• 
etc., etc., •• :--The withdrawal of Zephyrus and his 
Naiads and the appearance of Tethys and her river 
nymphs coincided with a change of scene, the work-
ing of which Inigo Jones concealed by a new device: 
1 First, at the opening of' the Heavens, appeared tffi"'ee 
circles of lights and glasses, one within another, 
and came downe in a stra:lght motion of f'ive foote, 
and then began to move circularly; wl::- ·Leh lights 
and motion so occupied the eyes of the spectators, 
that tho me.nner of a1terinp; the scene was scarcely 
discerned: for in a moment . the whole face of' it was: 
cb.nnp,ed, the port vanished, end Tethys with her 
Nymphes appea:red in their severall caver•nos gloriously 
1:i.dorned.' Daniel ended up hls masque in an unusual 
manner. The masque dances and revels were over, the 
masquers had retired to their caverns and vanished. 
'When to avoid the confusion which usually attendeth 
the desolve of these shewE's, and when all was thought 
to be finisht, followed s.nother entertainement, 
and was a third shew no Iesse deJighti'ull than the 
rest.' Zephyrus marched in once more, accompanied 
by his Tritons, and was broueht to a sudden halt 
by a flash of lie;htning followed by a speech from 
a Triton, who announced that Mercury had been sent 
to recall Tethys and her company; then 'Mercury 
most artificially, and in an exquisite posture, 
descends, and summons the Duke of Yorke, and six 
young Noblemen to attend him, nnd bring back tho 
Queon and her Ladies in their owne forme • • .. • 
Hereupon the Duke of Yorke, with his attendants, 
departi.ng to performe this service, the lowde musi·~ 
que soundes, and sodainely nppeares the Q,ueene's 
Majesty, in a most pleasant and art1fic1Hll grove, 
which was the third scene; and from thence they 
mar(!h up to the King, conducteu by tho Duke pb Yorke, 
and the Noblemen, in a very stately manner.wLJ-
40Ibid., pp. 189-190. 
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Each of the three scenes in Tethys•. Festival, it was 
reported., was more spectacular than the preceding one. 
Although it was n_ot a litera.rily great masque, it was received 
successfully because of Jones' S'Cenic designs .41 
Oberon, the Faery Prince was presented on New Year's 
Day 1611. Written by Jonson and designed by Jones, Oberon 
is another illustration o.f the elaborate and complex stage 
scenery being developed by the latter... Jones attempted 
three changes of scenery by employing the scena ductiles: 
'l.'here the whole Scene~ opened, and withln was 
discou(;rt d: the Frontispice of. §:. bri'P,ht" and g;Lo·:::..:iOU'! 
Pa.lace, whose g_a.tes and w~lls wer~ translarent:•. Be-
.for~~- th~ y,o.tes lay two Syluanes, a:r>med w th their 
clubs,, and drest in leaues, asleepe. At this, the 
Sat:yres wonder:i.ng, SILENVS nroceedes .. 
There tho whole :ealace open_! d, and _!:he nation of Fales 
were discouer'd, some with instruments, some bear-
}ng li!1nts; othersSingTrig; ~ within a """'".farr~- Off 
~ ~nectiue, the knigh_ts masguers ~itting l.n. 
thelr seuera.11 sieges :At .~E-e further end of ~)l, 
OBE:RON, in ~ chariot, whic.h :to §._ lowd triump~~ 
musig~ ber:an to ~ f?PW_?,rd; drawns~ Q;z:_ two ~n} .. te 
beares, and ££either f;lB2 euarded fuL. Syluanes, . 
~ith on.£ z.:0ing in fron • 
The year 1613 saw one of the largest numbor of' masques 
given for any one year. Masques were r~iven by Campion, 
Beaumont, Chapman, a.nd ,Jonson. Ono of the very few, i.f not 
41rbid., p .. 191. 
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the only JI masque triologies was given on February 1~.,, 1.5, 
and 20 to celebrate the marriage of Princess Elizabeth to 
Elector Palatine of the Rhine, Frederick V. The Court gave 
Campion the honor of writing the script for the first masque 
of' the trilogy, The Lords' Masque, to be given on the wedding 
night. J"ones agaJ.n achieved a spectacular success with 
his architectual and scenic surprises. This time he had 
a double· triumph: the s ta.ge was di·v-ided into two levels, 
or stories, and ea.ch level was curtained in.dependently. 
Music opened the evening's celebration. The lower curtain 
dropped to reveal a wooded scene. 
Forth stepped Orpheus to summon the goddess of madness, 
Mania, from her cave and delivered Jove's command 
to release from her company of madness Entheus, 
the spirit of 'Poeticke Furie.' At this cue, twelve 
'Franticks' entered for the antimasque. When these 
had withdrawn, the curtain veiling the upper stage 
dropped to reveal Prometheus standing age.inst a 
background of glittering stars. To him Entheus 
explained the business of the evening: 
Patron of mankinde, powerfull, and bounteous, 
Rich in thy flames, reverend Promehteus, 
In Hypiens. place aide us to solem.pniza 
These royal Nuptials: fill the lookers eyes 
With admiration of thy fire and light, 
And from thy hand let wonders flow tonight.43 
Oberon continued with a song, and the singer asked 
the sp:i.ri ts of the stars to appear in human form to give 
honor to the nuptials by dancing. Clouds engulfed the 
stars and eiri;ht ma.squed lords appeared. On the lower sta1?;0, 
s :i.xteen pages performed a. torch dance. After this the 
lords descended from the upper level in a l·r:~.;:-:;ht trans-
parent cloud., While the cloud eovered the lower stage and 
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finally vanished, the scenery on stape was quickly changed. 
The new set had eight living female statues standing between 
containers of precious metals and stones. With the accom-
paniment 6f song, these statues became animated. They and 
the lords dn~ced together· before choosing partners f~om 
emong tbe spectators. Elizabeth and Frederick were tb.e 
first guests chosen. 
While the dancing was goinr; on, the whole stage was 
transformed into 
a prospective with Porticoes on each side, which 
seemed to go in a great way; in the middle was ereeted 
an Obeliske, all o:f Silver, and in it li1~hts 
of severall colours; on the side of' this Obeliske, 
standing on Pedestals, were the statues of T~ide­
p;roome and r)'.>ide, all of gold in gratious postures. 
This Obeliske was of that hei~ht, that the toppe 
thereof touched the highest cloudes!' and yet 1 1 
Sybllla did draw it forth with a th:read. of' gold6;1·l'I· 
-J.:..-----
After this was done, certainly be mechanical help, all the 
masquers danced. The Sibyl then spoke a Latin benediction 
to tha bride and groom, and the masquers departed dancing. 
The next evening Chapman presented to the couple The 
~:'.'..':·~~ of ~he ~iddle Temple and L1ncoln' :s Inn. Gentlemen 
from these two institutions performed. They marched th:l'.'ougb 
London's streets in process:lon en route to "Whitehall, where 
the masque was danced. Fifty finely dressed men provided 
the vanguard. Next came twel.ve little boys who perfo~mad 
ln the antimasque. 'Pi,,;o par:;ennts followed carrying musicians 
dlsr:u :lsed as Tndir"tri pries ts from Virp;:I.nia. The masquc~rs 
follower! last,, eacb riding in single 1':tle.. A torch bearer, 
dressed as an Indian, rode befor~ each masquer. Moors, 
dressed as Indian slaves, marched beside these. The con-
cluding spectacle was 
a great chariot 'with paintings and glittering . 
scarfings of silver,, over which was cast a canopy 
of gold borne up with antic figures.' Driven by 
Ca.priccio, wearing on his head a pair of golden 
bellows, the chariot bore the goddess Honour and. 
Pluto, god of Riches. Behind it marched two hun-
· dred halberdiers. At Whitehall, this glittering 
procession made a full circuit or the tiltyard for 
'the more full satisfaction of his Majesty's view,' 
then dispersed to prepare for the masque.£~5. 
The spectacle made up for the poetic failings cf' 
Cha.prnan 1 s text. "Chapman's humour in. his prose antimf'tsque 
was heavy-handed and prolix, and his poetry in the masque 
proper quite unexceptiona1. 11 46 
The gentlemen of the Inns of Court also jointly gave 
the concluding masque by Beaumont, The Masque of·~ Inner 
!~IllJ?.:l:~ and Grayes. Inne. Whereas their predecessors had 
arrived at Whitehall on foot, they planned to arrive on a 
barge floating down the Thames. This was quite an appro-
prlate arrival inasmuch as the theme of' the masque was 
"'l'he Marriage of' Thames and Rhine. n From t~he very begin-
nlng, evoryt:1ing went wrong wlth tho preparations. Some-
one had miscalculat~d the tides so that the ~entlemen had 
d:Lfficulty r;ettinrs on shore. Later, at the Banqueting 
-------·------------------
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House, there were so many people that the masquers themselves 
could not get inside the hall, and no one could think of a 
way to evict those who should not be there. James himself 
.finally added the ultimate blow when he a.aid that· he was 
tired and did not want to see a masque that evening. He 
was finally made to understand, however, that that was not 
right ror those who had spent so much time in putting the 
masque together. He asked the gentlemen if they would 
return several days later to give their entertainment at 
which time he would be glad to see it. They agreed,.and 
their skillfully written masque met with success on Feb~ · 
ruary 20, 1613.47 
Jupiter and Juno, willing to do honour to 
the Marriage of ••• Tharnesis and Rhi11.e, employ 
• • • Mercury and Iris for that purpose • • • ~ 
. Mercury • ~ • springs forth an anti-masque all of 
spirits or divine natures: but yet not of one 
kind or livery (because that had been so much in 
use heretofore): but, as it·were, in consort, like 
to broken music • • • • He ra.iseth four· of the 
Naia.des out of the fountains, and bringeth down 
fire (four?) of the Hyades out of the clouds to 
dance. Hereupon Iris scoffs at Mercury, for that 
he had devised a Dance but of one sex, which could 
have no life; but Mercury ••• calleth forth our 
of the groves .four Cupids, and brings down from 
cTupiter's altar four statues of gold and silver 
to dance with the Nymphs and Star•s •. In which Dance, 
the Cupids being blind and the statu.es having but 
half-life put into theJTI, and retaining still some-
what of their old nature, ~iveth fit occasion to 
new and stra.np;e varieties b6th in the music and 
paces. This was the First Anti-masque. 
Then Iris, ••• in token that the Match should. 
likewise he blessed with the love of tho common 
people, calls to Flora •• ~ to bring in a May dance, 
. or ru.r~l dance, consisting likewise not o:f any 
h7IbJ.2.., pp. 152-15_:). 
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suited persons, but of a con.fusion or commixture 
of all such persons, as:. are natural .. and proper .for 
country sports. This is the Second Anti-masque. 
Then Mercury and Iris • • • seem to leave their 
contention; and Mercury •.•• brings down the 
Olympian Knights, intimating that Jupiter having 
• • • revived the Olympian Games • • • had enjoined 
them, before they fell to their Games, to do honour 
to these Nuptials. The Olympian Games portend to 
the Match celebrity, victory and felicity. This 
was the main Masque. 
The fabric was a mountain with two descants, 
and severed with two traverses. At the entra.nce 
of' the King, the first traverse was drawn and the 
lower descent of the mountain discovered, which 
was the pendant of al hill to life, with diverse 
boscages and grovets upon the steep or hanging 
ground thereo£; and at the foot of the hill ••• 
fount&ins running with water, and bordered with 
sedges and water flowers • • • • 
The Statues enter • • • • At their coming, the 
musick changed from violins to hautboys, cornets, 
&c. and the air of the musick was utterly turned 
into a soft time, with drawing notes, excellently 
expressing their natures; and the measure likewise 
was fit;ted into the same, and the Statues placed 
in such several postures, sometimes all together 
in the centre of' the Dance, :and sometimes in the 
four utmost angles, as was very gracef~l, besides 
the novelty. And so concluded the First Anti-
Ma.sque • • • • 
The Second Anti-masque rusheth in, they dance 
their measure, and as rudely depart; consisting of 
a Pedant; May Lord, May Lady; Serving man, Chamber,-· 
maid; a Country Clown or Shepherdii Country Wench; 
an Host., Hostess; a He-baboon, She-baboon; a He-
fool, She-fool, ushering them irr.; all these persons 
appareled to the life, the men issuing out of' one 
side of the boscage, and the women from the other; 
The musick was extremely well-fitted, having such 
a spirit of country Jollity as can hardly be imagined; 
but the perpetual laughter and applause was above 
the musick.. The Dance likowise was of the same 
strain; . and the dancers, or rather actors, expressed 
every one their part so natu1"ally and aptly, as 
when a man's eye was caup;ht with the one, and then 
past on to the other, he could not satisfy himself 
which did best. It ple1:i.sed h1s Majesty to call for 
it again at the endj as he did likewise for the 
F:i.rst Anti-·i'fo.squc, iltlt one of the Star,ucs by that 
time was undressed. 
-----------------------
1+8welsford, pp. 191.~-195. 
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Another wedding masque written by Campion, Somerset's 
Masque, or often called The Sg,uir·es' Masque, was given in 
December 1613 to celebrate the ma.rriage of Robert, the Earl 
of Somerset, and Lady Frances Howard. Somerset's Masgue 
was important because it showed the developing tendency of' 
the time to allow the antimasque to turn into merely a 
pantomime.. This was a departure :from Jonsonts concept of 
th t • l,O ,_ e an imasq ue .Lj / This masque was worse than usual in 
construction and its lyrics were not parti~ularly good. 
E;ven the scenic effects were not praised; however, .Jones 
was not the architect of them. 
'rhe worlrnmn.ship whereof ws.s undertaken by M. Con-
stantine, an Italian, architect to our late 
Prince Henry: but he being too much of himself, 
and no way to be drawn to impart his intentions, 
failed so far in the assurance he gave that the 
main invention, even at the last cast, was of' 
force drawn into far narrower compac,s than was 
from the beginning intended.~O 
There were two other masques given at Court to cele-
brate the Somerset wedding. The first was Jonson's The 
Irish Masgue presented on December 29, 1613, and Jan-
uary 3, 161'.h This was an immediate success. On Jan-
uary 5, 16ll~, Chamberlain wrote Mistress Alice Carleton 
that 
the loftie maskers were so well liked at court 
the last wAeke that they were appointed to per-
forme yt again on monday, yet theyse deuice (wCh wns a mimicall imitatlon of the Irish) was 
not so pleasing to many, wch thincke yt no timo 
----·----- "" , ___ _ 
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(a.s the case stands) to.exasperat that nation by 
making yt ridiculous.51 
7., 
.:> 
On Twelrth Night 1614, the gentlemen or Gray's Inn 
gave ~ Masque g£. Flowers to honor the Somerset marriage. 
The author is unknown. It has been speculated that Francis 
Bacon had some connection with its production.52 
The Sunne, willing to doe honou!" to a Marriage 
betweene two noble persons or the grea.tes island of' 
his universal empire, writeth his Letter of' Commission 
to the two seasons or the year, the Winter and the 
Spri.n.g, • ~ • directing the Winter to present them 
with sports, such as ar•e commonly called b;y.the name 
of Chr-istmasse sportes, or Carnayall ::;portes; and 
the Spring with other sportes of more magnigicence. 
And more especially, that Winter ••• take know0 • 
ledge of a certaine Challenge • • • betweene Silenus 
and Kawasha upon th:i.s point, that Wine was more worthy 
then Tobacco • • • • This· to be tried at two weap9ns, 
at Song and at Dance • • • i.n the dayes of the solem-
ni tie or the same Marria.i""e. 
The same Letter containeth n second speciall direc-
tion to the Spring, that whereas or ancient time certaine 
beautifull youths had bin transformed from Men to · 
Flowern, and had so continued till this time, that 
now they should be returned againe into men, and 
present themselves in Maske at the same Marriap;o. 
All this is accordingly perrormed, and :f'il•st the 
two Ses.S"ons Invierno and Primavera co!lle in, and re-
ceive their di.spatch from the Sunne, by Gallus, the 
Sunne • s Messenger; thereupon Wlnter brinp;s in the 
Challenge, consisting of' two Anticke-maLsJkes, the 
Anticke-maske of the Song, and the Anticke-maske 0r 
the Dance. 
Then the Spring brings in the Maske itself, and 
there is first seene in the f'abrique a. .fa.ire garden 
upon a descending ground, and at the height thereof 
there is a sta.tely long arbou.r or bower arched 
upon pillars, wherein the Maskers are placed, but e.re 
not discovered at the fi~st, but there appenre onely 
certaine great tufts of flowers betwixt the collumnes. 
Those rlowers upon the charm doe vanish, arid so the 
Maskers s.ppeare every one in the spa.ce inter-columne 
51Herford and Simpson, X, 51.~l. 
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of his arch.53 
The masques of 1614-1616 are comparatively insigni-
ficant when compared with the wedding masques of the pre-
ceding years. During this time, Jonson .composed Mercury 
Vindicated ~ 2 Alchemists and ~ Golden Age Restored. 
'11he lords and gentlemen of the Cou1"'t danced in both masques. 
One of Sonson•s most charm:tng compositions was The 
Vision of f!.§l1ight, presented at Court on Twelfth Night J61? 
and agaj_n on January 19: 
For the first scene there was 'A street in 
perspective of .fair building discovered.' Into 
this •Delight is seen to come as afar off', accom-
panied with Grace, Love, Harmony, Revel, Sport, 
Laughter: and followed by Wonder.• Delight in 
•stylo recltativo' then summons the antimasque: 
'Let your shows be new as strange, 
Let them oft and sweetly vary; 
Let them haste so to their change 
As thi seers may not tarry. 
Too long t•expect the pleasing•st sight, 
Doth take away from the delight.' 
After this comes the a.ntinw.sque, 'A She-monster 
deliverad of six Durratines, that dance with six 
Pantalones,' and then Delight chants once mo.re: 
'All sour and sullen 16oks away, 
That are the servants of the day: 
Our sports are of the humorous Night, 
Who feeds the stars that give her light, 
And useth than her wont more bright, 
To help the V:t.sion of Dellp;ht.• 
The chanting continues while Night rises w:i.th her 
chariot and the Moon also, and then Night 'hover-
ing over the place' sings: 
r Break, Phant• cie, from thy ca.ve of cloud, 
And spread thy purple wings; 
Now all thy figures 8.re a.llowed, 
And various shapes of things; 
53~., pp. 195-196. 
Create of airy forms a stream, 
It must have blood, and nought of phlegm; 
And thour:;h it be a waking dream, 
Chorus. Yet let it like an odou~ rise 
To all the Senses here, 
And fall like sleep upon their eyes, 
Or music in their ear.• 
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'.rhen the scene changes to eloud, from which Phanb:i.sy 
brenka i'or~;h and summons the next antimasque of 
Phnntasms in a long speech of nonsensical doggerel. 
After the dance of the Phantasms an Hour descends 
and the scene ch.anges to the Bower of Zephyrus, 
while Peace sings: 
'Why look you so, and all turn dumb, 
To see the op0ner of the New Yenr come? 
My presence rather should invite, 
And aid and urc;e, and cnll to your delight; 
The many pleasures that I bring 
Are all of youth, of heat and life and spring,. 
Cho. We see, we hear, we feel, we taste, 
We smell the change in evnry flow•r, 
He only wish that all could last, 
And be· as new still as the hour .. r 
3ut even as l:·londer express es boundle;:, ~,i :·::.s tonishment, 
Phnntasy promises fresh surprises, and, 1 to a loud 
music, the ?iower opens, and the Masquers arc dls-
covered as the Glories of the Spring.' Wonder ex-
claiming,, '1J·,Jhose power is this? What god?' PhantP.sy 
explains that it is all due to the presence of the 
Mon8.rch. The f'IJ'a.squers than descend 1 dance theiF' 
entry and revel with the ladies, after which Aurora 
appeare (the Night and Moon being descended) and 
this epilogue follows: 
'Aur. I was not wearier where I lay 
Ry frozen Tithon 1 s side to··night; 
Than I am willing now to stay, 
And be a part of your delight. 
Put I am urged by tho Day, 
Against my will., to ldd you como away. 
1:ho. They yiA1d to ti mo, and so must all~ 
M.> night to sport, day doth to action call; 
\'Thi ch they the r11 thor do obey, 
nccau.se the Morn wlth roses strews the ..vay.5h 




. ~Vision of Delip.;ht. This demonstrated clearly the 
pressures under which Jonson wrote to satisfy the shallow 
tastes of the Court and to give them what they wanted. This 
also shows what was happening to the masque .at this time. 
rrhe masque pr•oper was losing ground to the more comic side 
of the spectac'le which had been cha.racter:i.zed heretofore in 
the antimasque. Not even Jonson was a.ble to keep the 
antimasque subordinate to the main masque. 
Miss Welsford traced the idea of The Vision of' Delight 
to both the Notte .£!.. Amore, which was a· series of' spectacles 
performed at the Florentine festivities of 1608, and to 
influence of the French ballet.55 
In 1618 Pleasure Reconciled to Virtue was presen.ted by 
Jonson and Jones to the Court. This marked the J'irst masque 
in -which Charles, the Prince of 1,iVales, appeared as the chief' 
masquer. Busino•s eye-witness a~eount of the masque record-
ed the following impression: 
In~the middle of the theatre there appeared 
a fine and spacious area carpeted all over with 
green cloth. In an instant a large curtain dropped, 
painted to represent a tent of gold cloth with a 
broad fringe; the background was of canvas painted 
blue, powdered all over with golden stars. 
This became the front arch of the stage, form:i.ng 
a drop scene, and on its being removed there app<Hlt'E·)d 
first of all Mount Atlas, whose enormous hand w~s 
alone visible up aloft under the very l"'Oof o.f tr1u 
thentre: it rolled up its eyes and mnved itself very 
cleverly. As a foil to the principaJ ballet and, 
masque they 'bad some mummeries per•f,_:-r•med in the 
first act; for• instance, a very chubby Bacchus appeared 
55~., PP• 200-203. 
on a car drawn by .four gownsmen, who sa.ng in an 
undertone before his Majesty. There was another 
stout individual on .foot, dressed in red in short 
clothes, who made a speech, reeling about like a 
drunkard, tankard in hand, so that he resembled 
Bacchus's cupbearer. This first scene was very 
gay and burlesque. Next followed .. twelve extrava-
gant masquers, one .of whom was in a ba:rrel, all 
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but his extremities, his con~anions being similarly 
cased in huge wicker flasks; very well made. 
They danced awhile to the sound of tbe cornets 
and trumpets, performing various and most extra-
var,ant antics. These were 1'ollowed by a gigantic 
man representing Hercules with his club, who strove 
wlth Antaeus and performed other feats. Then came 
twelve masked boys in the guise of frogs. '11hey 
danced together, assuming sundry grotesque attitudes. 
After they had all fallen down, they were driven 
off qy Hercules. Mount Atlas then opened, by means 
of two doors, which were made to turn, and from 
behind the hills of' a distant landscape the day 
was seen to dawn, some g:i.l t columns being placed 
along either slde o.f the scene, .so as to aid the 
perspective and make the distance seem greater. 
Mercury next appeared before the king and made a 
speech9 After him came a guitar player in a gown, 
who sang some trills, accompanying himself with 
his instrument. He announced himself as some deity, 
and then a nnmber of singers, dressed in long red 
gowns to represent high priests, came on the stage, 
wearing gilt mitres. In the midst of them was a 
goddess in a long white robe and they sang some 
jigs which we did not Llnderstand. It is true that,·. 
spoiled as we are by the graceful and lrn.rmonious 
music of Italy, the corr!position did not strike us 
a.s very fine. Finally twelvQ cavaliers, masked, 
made their appearance, dressed uniformly •••• 
These twelve descended to~ether from above the 
scene in the figure of a puramid, of which the prince 
formed the apex. When they reached. the ground the 
violins, to the number of twenty-five or thirty 
began to play their airs. ··. After they hn.d made an 
obeisance to his Majesty, they began to dance in 
very good time, perserving for a while the same 
pyramidical figure, and with a variety of steps. 
Af'torwards they changed places with each other 
in various ways, but ever ending the jump together. 
V.Jhen this was over, each took his 1ady, the prince 
pairing with the principal one among those who were 
ranged in D. row ready to dance, and the otherB doi.ng 
the l:lke in succession, all making obt1:"Lsance to 
his Majesty first and then to each other. They 
performed every sort of hallet and dance of every 
~ountry whatsoever • • • • Last of all they danced 
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the Spanish dance, one at a time, each with his 
lady, and being well nigh tired they began to lag,· 
whereupon the king, who is naturally choleric, go · 
impatient and shouted aloud Why don't they dance?•·· 
What did they make me come here for? Devil take 
you all, dance. Upon this, the Marquis of Buck-
ingham, his Majesty's favourite, immediately sprang 
forward, cutting a score of lofty and.very minute 
capers, with so much grace a.nd agility that he not 
only appeased the ire of his angry lord, but ren-
dered himself' the admiration and delight of every . 
body •••• The prince, however, ex~elJ.ed them all 
in bowing, being very formal in making his obeisance 
both to the king and to the lady with whom he 
da.nced, nm' was he once seen to do a step out of' 
ti.me when dancing, whereas one cannot perhaps say 
so much for the others. Owinc to his youth ho has 
not yet much brea~h, neverthele1:1s he cut a f'ew 
capers very gracefully • • • .56 
Pleasure Reconciled to Virtue was not too well re-
- . - . 
ceived. Both the poet and the architect were criticized. 
One contemporary said that "it ca.me far short of the ex-
pecta.con & ·Mr~· Inigo Jones .hath .. lost :.in his ·repute.con in 
regard some extraordina.ry deuise was looked f'or (it being 
. the Prince his first Mask) and a poorer wr1.s never sane. 1157 
Nathaniel Brent said, "Diuers thinke fit he (i. e. Ben 
Jonson) should returne to his ould trade of bricke laying 
againe."58 
As the Q,ueen had been unable to be present for the per-
f'orma.nce on Twelfth Night, about one month later the masque 
was given again f'or her benefit. Thin time Jonson composed 
livelier antimasques, and the spectacie was received more 
warmly. 
~6Ibid., pp. 206-207. 
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It will be remembered that Charles been.mo King in 
1625. Unlike his father, he took an active part in the 
masques;- often he appeared as chief masquer. Queen Henriet·ta 
Maria sometimes took speaking parts. Occasionally they 
appeared in double masques. The Court saw the King's masque 
given for the Queen on Twelfth Night, and she reciprocated 
this glft by giving him a masque on Shrove Tuesday. 
By the end of the Ja~obean period and the beginning of 
Charles 1 reign, J·onson began losing favor at Court. Hj_s 
posj_tion became subordinate to the increasing hif."_,h popularity 
and prestige that JonE-)S gained there. At the beginning of 
their partnership, it had been Jonson who seemed to be the 
more important of the two;· it was he who held the more 
favorable position at .Court and was looked upon as the 
pulse of the partnership. However, Jonson's position 
rapidly declined to such a low level tha.t he became almost 
in essence subordinate to Jones• wishes; t~nd,. with 'this·:;~ 
change, the litP.ra.ry aspects of the masque gave way to the 
v:i.sual. Finally, Jonson lost hi.s position at Court alto-
r;ether and no longer had a part in the production of Court 
masques. It is said that with the decline of Jonson, the 
masque also declined in greatnoss.59 But reasons :for this 
will be discussed later. 
Jonson and Jones gave the first Caroline masque, Love's 
T~_j.urrmh yhrot!_g_l} f;allipolis, on· January 9, 1631. Th:ts was 
the f'irs t Court maS'(}Ue in s i.x. yea.rs. Headinr; the masquers, 
____ ,__.-·---------·----·--
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the Kin§'., who was presenting this masque to the Queen, was 
disguised as "Heroic Love. 11 
This particular masque opened with the appear-
ance of Euphemus sent from heaven to Gallipolis, 
the city of beauty or goodness, to declare to her 
Majesty a message from the God of Love, saying that 
'in the suburbs or sl<irts of Gallipolis were crept 
in certain sectaries or depraved love.rs, w·ho neither 
kno~·r the name or nature of' love ric;htly, yet boasted 
themaelves hJ.s. followers, when they wei-•e fitter to 
be called his furies: their whole life bein~ a 
continued vert.ip;o, or .rat.ri.er a torture on the wheel 
or love thnn any motion elther of order or measu.Po. 
1:Jhen suddenly they lt~ap J'orth below, a mistress 
len.ding them,,. and with antic :':csticulation and 
actlon, after the manner of' the old pantomimi, they 
dance over a distracted comedy of love, expressing 
their confused affections. in tho scenical persons 
and habits of the four prime ~;:uropean nations. 
A glorious boasting lover. 
A whininr, ballading lover. 
An adventurous romance lover. 
A phantn.stic umbrageous lover. 
A bribing corrupt lover. 
A froward jealous lover. 
A sordid illiberal lovsr. 
A proud scornful lover. 
An angry quarrelling lover. 
A mehmcholic despairing lover. 
An envious unquiet lover. 
A sensual brute lover. 
All which, in varied intricate turns, and in-
volved mn.zes, oxprest, make the ANTIJ\'lASq,ur~~: and con-
clude the exit, in a circle.' 
1~he rest of the masqne, w'::dch was the occasion 
fo.r a number of fine scenic effects, was occup:ted 
in showinri: the nature of true igve, of which Charles 
himself was the sreat exemplaro 0 
Ono of the pro~ominnnt themes in Caroline masques waG 
thr-1t of platonic love or the spiritual over the physical. 
601, i -.:.~"' pp. 217-218 • 
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was the difference between false and true J.ove, and it · 
called to mind the chaste affection uniting Charles and 
Henrietta. For many of' his designs irJ. this spectacle, Jones 
depended upon the ideas of' Jacques Callot, the French en-
gra.ver. 61 
One of the contributing elements in the deterioration 
of the masque was the dividion of' the antimasque into 
entries. Although Jonson held out in Love's Triumph "!i.hrougg 
CallipoJ.:.is against this increasingly popular division, he 
succumbed to it in his next masque, Chloridia, presented at 
Court by the Queen on Shrove Tuesday 1631. 
Chloridia was the last masque on which Jonson i::i.nd Jones 
collaborated and Jonson's last masque to be presented at 
Court. The Queen and her fourteen ladi~s danced in it 
as a counterpart to the prec·::iding masque presented by the King. 
It was agreed, it the masque shoulJ. be the cele-
bration of some Rites, done to the Goddesse Chloris, 
who in a generall counsell o:f' the Gods, was pro-
claim1 d Goddesse of the flowers, according to that 
of' Ouid, in the Fasti. 
Arbitrium tu, Dea, floris ~· 
And was to be stell:ti'ied on Earth, by an absolut 
decree from Iupiter, who would haue the Earth to·be 
adorn'd with sta.rres, as well as the Hea.uen. 
Vpon this.hinge, the whole Inuention moou'd. 
The ornament, which went about the Scene, 
was· composed of Foliage, o:r leaues heightnedwith 
r:r,old., and en terwout~n with all sorts of flowers: and 
naked children, playing, and climblng among the 
branches: and in the midst, a great ~arland of 
61 Ibid., p. 218. 
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flowers, in which was written, C.HLOHIDIA~ 
The Curtaine being drawne vp, the Scene is 
discouer•d, consisting of pleasant hills, planted 
with young trees, and all the lower bankes adorned 
with flowers. And from some hollow parts of those 
hills, Fountaynes come gliding downe, which, in the 
farre-of Land-shape, seem'd all to be conuerted 
to a river. 
Ouer all, a serene skie, with transparent cloudes, 
gilling a great lustre to the whole worke, which did 
imitate the pleasant Spring. 
1.fuen the Spectators had enou.g-,h fed their eyes, 
with the d~71 ights of' the S e:ene, in a pa.'l"'t of' the 
ayre, n br i~ht cloud bep;ir1·s to breake .forth; and 
in it, is ::iltting a plump1:) Boy, in a changeable 
garment, richly adorn 1 d, representing the mild 
Z~1yrus_ On the other side of the Scene, in a 
ptn"p1Tsn Cloud, appeareth tho Sp1 .. 5.ng, a 'beautifull 
Mayde, he vpper g~rment greene, vnder it, a white 
robe wrought with flowers: a garland on her head. 
Here Zephyru* begins his dialogue, calling 
her forth, and ma ing narration of' the Gods decree 
at large; which shee obeyes, pretending, it is come 
to l<~.t'.i.rth already: and there begun to bee executed, 
by t"he Kings f'avour, who ass1sts with all bounties, 
that may bee P-"g~her vrg'd, as causes, or rea.so~1s 
of the Spring .. 
Again, the fo1"eign influence was strong in this ma.s'que. 
In the manner of the French ballet de 2.2£r> the revels 
occ1lrred at the end of the performance. 63 (French in.fluence 
was particularly dominant on the masque during the Caroline 
period.64) For the finale, Jones imitated a device used by 
Parigi in the intermedio The Palace of Fame in 1608.65 The 
.. --------
a.ntimasque was divided into a num11er :oi':cp'l:i.rts. 
Although Jonson no longer had a position in the pro-
duction of masques at Court, Jones continued important as 
62Herford and Simpson, VII, 749-751. 
63welsford, p., 218. 
6l.~Ibid.,. P• 217. 
65nerf'ord and Simpson, X, 6f32. 
designer. From 1632 until the presentation of the last 
Court masque before the Puritan rebellion, S:lr William 
D'Avenant was the chief write:r· associated with this enter-
tainment. 
··Jones called upon Aurelian Townsend, however, as his 
co11aborator for the next two masques: Albion's Triumph and 
Te!l!Ple Restored on January 8, 1632, and February 14, 1632, 
respectively. Although having a certain Jyr:lcal gift, 
Townsend was a third-rate poet~ and he was a more sub-
missive pa.rtner than Jonson had been. In their first 
collaboration, both were about equally responsible in 
planninp; the masque. Townsend recorded the follow:Lng: 
'The King and Q.ueenes Majesty having signi-
fied their pleasure to haue a new Maske this New 
yeare, fifa.s~er Inigo Jones and I were emJ?.lo':-L'ed in 
the Invention. And we agreed the subieLctj of it 
should be ~l Triumphe in AlbiJ2~lis the chiefe City 
of Albion. The Triumpher, Albanactvs, and Alba 
thi'S""'T:Lands Goddesse. 1 The 1irst scene-displayed 
a 'Romane Atrium,,• underneath a serene sky, out of 
which came a cloud bearing Mercury, the messenger 
of .Jove, who had descended to earth ::i.nd was joined 
by the chorus : 'Orpheus, Ampp.ion, A'rion, and three 
old Poets and Musicians more.' In voce recitativ~ 
Mercury announces to the Qu~en that'""ToVe is about 
to show her The Triumph of Albanactus. 
•A Triumph: Mighty, as the Man design'd 
To weare those Bayes, Heroicke, as his mind.' 
After some choruses and songs 'Mercury is Re-assumed 
into Heaven in Pompe. Here the Scene is changed 
into the Forum of the City of ~lbipolia, and Albanatus 
triumphing, attended like a Homan Emperor ls seene 
a farre off to passe in pomp.• The scene then 
changes to an a.mphitheat1·e with vrurious people 
sitting in it, and Platonicus and Publius discuss 
in prose dialogue the Triumph which has just taken 
place, Publius, the plebeian, being most interested 
in the external showi Platonicus the patrician in 
the inner meaning. Both together renvdn witne&s 
•such kind of' pastimos as Vlctorious .8rnperors were 
8L~ 
wont to present as spectacles to the People,' which 
8.l"e here •produced :ror Ant:t-Ma.skes vpon the stage,' 
This 'enterlude' being passed, 'the Scene is changed 
into a pleasant Grove of straight Trees, which · 
rising by degrees to a high place, openeth itself 
to discover the aspect of a stately Temple •••• 
In this groue, satt the Ernperour Albanactvs, attended 
by fourteene Consuls ••• •' These are the masquers. 
Cupid then appears in a cloud, and Diana in a. chariot, 
and both descend to the sce1,1e shooting at the 
masquers, and particL1larJ.y at Albanactus, who, 
y:i.elding to the gods, moves down the steps while 
tr.1.e chorus of sacri.ficers sing: 
1 Subdu'd by Alba.s eyes 
Come downo, Loves Sacrificet• 
All this means, a.s we are told in the pre.face, that 
the conque1•or has been conquered and subdued to 
love and chastity. After the main masque dance 
has been performed, tho K:i.ng takes his sea.t by the 
Queen. to watch the rest of the performance. 
rrhe Scene Wll.S then varied to fa. prospect o.f 
the King's PalJace of Whitehall, and part of' the 
Ci tie of' Lendor}_, seene a i"arra o.ff', and presently 
the whole hea.uen opened, and in a br:i.ght cloud were 
seene sitting fiue persons, representing Innocency, 
.Jus_t~~' Religion, Affect::i.on to the Gountrey, & 
Concord, bAing all Companlons of' Peace • • • • 
These moving towards the earth singt~ogether as 
follmreth • • • • Then: from the v pper part of the . 
hea.uen, was seene to follow this: Another more 
beautifull ~loud, in which a.lone triumphant sat 
Pea~~' .. • .. Pro_c:.la.iming her larg~ Benefj_ts, and 
th~ ~iorlds +> Ing::a.titude •••• The Five in the lower 
Clowde conJ.eSS'J.ng her great Bounty, Answere ••• a 
When the fiue.persons which first descended were 
corne to earth, the cloud that bare them, was in an 
instr:nt turned into a richly adorned Th.r·one. And. 
out of the .fonre corners of the Scene proceede 4 
Gods, Neptune, Plutus, Be11ona., and Cebele, complaining 
o~ ~ and Plent;y • • • • 
Peace. 
Eartps Hul~, stayt 
The foure Gods. 
Doth soft ·Peace call? 
--------
Peace. 
Yes: !ind ill1. st1•ejJ::ht employ: yee All. 
1rhe f oure Gods • 
~~_ow, end wherein? 
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The 5. in the lower Clowde. 
Give ~' your Charge doth £2!!. begin.' 
Peaca gives them thelr charge, telling them 
that they are all to serve :t:ngla.nd and the King of' . 
England in the way appropriate to them .. 
'The Foure Gods reply: 
~/hen Peace commands .§_£_ch pleas in,g things, 
From Love and Time w~~~l steale .their wings. 
For a Conclusion, the Gods, Poets, and Priests 
ioyne, ar!d s~gg a Valediction to Hymens. Twin tho 
!"1"_.ll.HY-CBAHLhS. t · 
Albio_r.i' s 'J1riur111'Jh was· rather clumsily arranged, and 
Jones again w~s indebted for his ideas to Giulio Parigi's 
160f3 designs .. 
Jones and Townsend presented TemDle Rest_ored on Shrove 
Tuesday) and the only part that the latter had in its creation 
was the written verses. The Q.ueon and her ladies presented 
it to the King. 11 The subject and Allegory of the Ma.;>que, 
with the descriptions, and Apparatus of the Sceanes were 
invented by Inln:o Jones, Surveyor of H:i.s Maj es tie's worke," 67 
Townsend wrote. It is commented, however, that 
it does him no credit. 'l'he construction of the 
masque is weak and insignificant, tbe elaborate 
allegory set out at the end is clumsy, unattractive, 
and almost totally unrelated to the actual per-
formance. The plot such as it was is borrowed from 
the Ballet com.igue of Peaujoyeulx., and it is really 
remarkable that Inigo remnined so completely un-
influenced by the drHmatic character of his origina.1.68 
l\p;a in, there 1,rnre borrow1np,s from Parigi. 
66n~ .. , 
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For his next production, The Triumph 2f. Peace, Jones 
worked with James Shirley, who had somewhat the same kind 
of' independent ~ttitude that Jonson possessed. He was 
not going to allow Jones to dominate him. The Inns of Court 
presented this masque. It had no principle of' unity. There 
were many little antimasques scattered thr•oughout it, having 
little if any connection with one another or with the main 
masque, although they were more dramatic and literary than. 
Townsend's had been. Shirley allowed_the masque to have a 
certain amount of' realistic comedy, but did not think that 
antimasques should be exs.ggerated. The success, however, 
of The Trium;eh ~ Peace was not duE1 to its literary r;reat-
ness but rather to 
the grandeur of the triumphal chariots in which 
masquers and antimasquers rode through London, to 
the mae;nif'icence or the dresses·, the beauty of the 
music, and above all to the many ms:rvellous scene-
changes contrived by Inigo Jones.b~ . 
Thomas Carew and Jones presented Coelum Britannicum at 
Court shortly after The Triumph of' Peace. It contained 
eight antimasques and eight scene changes. Having no 
particular merit, it, and Shirley's masques, shows the low 
level tha masque had reached. Ir it were possible, Coelum 
Bri ta.nnica 
is eveh more rambling and chaotic tha.n its pre-
decessor The Triumpg of Pea~ • It displays 
almost all the worst vices of' the masque at this 
period 16JJ_,_ ' but although it gives opportunity. 
for many antimasques and spectacular scenes, it 
69rtid., pp. 227-228. 
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shows an increase rather than a reduction of 
the literary element • • • Again the masque 
is full of borrowings,7~ 
especially from Parigi. 
In 1635 William D1Avenant, who had succeeded Jonson 
as Poet Laureate, helped to prepare the Queen's masque, 
rr:r10 Tern12Je of Love, for presentation on Sl'::::•oYo Tuesday .. 
Unlike Shirley and Jonson, D1 AvPnant was very submissive 
to Jones and c0ve in to his ideas. Althouch they colla-
borated in cdntriving the plot, D'Avenant composed the 
lyrics and dialogue, and Jones wrote ali the descriptions 
of the scenes, dances, and dresses. 
The f:Irst scene of The Tenl_E.:~Le of Love dis-
closed a grove 1 and afar off on a mount,• a shady 
bower, and various cypress walks 'representing 
tho place where the sou.ls of the ancient poets are 
fained to reside.' Into this pleasant spot comes 
a chorus of ancient Greek poets, and 0ivihe poesy, 
descending from heaven in a cloud, announces the 
comin;'; of Indamorn. In t:i.me past, s>e :?.ays, poets 
have sung of false love, now it behoves them to 
hyrrm that which is true. Divlne Poesy and her 
poets retire, while 'the whole scene changeth in-
to mist and clouds, through which some glir1pse of 
a Temple is here and there scarcely discern 1 d,t 
and three magicians enter from hollow graves unde~­
ground, conversing together about the danger that 
is threatenlng from Indamora, through whose lnfluence 
they fear the Temple of Chaste Love will be dis-
closed, unless they can produce strong counteracting 
spells. As a result of their incantations various 
antimasques are called up, first an entry of the 
earthy, tbe fiery, the airy, and the wntery spirits, 
then other entries of quarrelling men, alchemists, 
drunken skippers, etc., brought in by each set of 
spirits in turn. In tho seventh entry there is an 
ohv:ious allusion to the Puritans, and probably to 
Prvnne in p:irticular, for this antimasqu.e '\r.J:.1s 
af·a modern devil, a sworn enemy of po~sy, music, 
and nll ingenious arts, but a great friend to 
------------~-
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murmuri'ng, libelling, and all seeds of discord, 
attended by his f'actious followers, all which was 
exprest by their habits and dance. 
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After these -was an entry of' three Indians of' 
quality, of Indamora's train in several strange 
habits, and their dance as strange.' Then a 'Per-
sian pap;e comes leaping in,' and having made a speech 
about certain knights who had become platonic 
lovers, retires, and is followed immediately by 
certain noble Persian youths, who make their entry 
and dance. 'Their dance ended, the mist and clouds 
at an inst~nt disappear, and the scene is all changed 
into a sea somewhat calm, where the 'billows moving 
sometimes whole, and sometimes breaking, beat gently 
on the land, which represented a new and strange 
prospect; the nearest pa.rt was broken grounds and 
rocks, with a mountainous country, but of a ples-
sant aspect, in which were trees of stran~e form 
and colour, and here and there were placed in the 
bottom several arbours like cottages, and stra.nge 
beasts and birds ••• expressinG an Indian land-
scape. In the sea. were several Islands, and afar 
off a Continent terminating with the horizon. ' A 
barque comes out of a creek. In this barque sits 
Orpheus with other sailors, pilots, etc., and 'he, 
playing one strain, was answered with the voices 
and instruments of.the Brachmarii joined with the 
priests of' the Temple of Love, in axt..ra'l.r!.:i.gant habits 
sortinc to their titles.' rrhe barque heaved on the 
sea, a~d then returned to port whence it came. 
'The barque having taken port, the Masquers appear 
in a maritime chariot, made or· a spungy rockstuff 
mixt with shells, sea-wee~s, coral, and pearl, borne 
unon an axle tree with golden wheels without a rirn, 
with flat spokes like the blade of an oar coming 
out of the waves.' On the ~ighest part of this 
chariot, which was drawn by sea monsters, sat In• 
damora, Queon of Narsinga, 'in a rich seat, the 
back of which was a grent skallop shell.' The 
chariot moved upon the sea to the accompaniment of 
musi.c and the voices of the chorus. 'The song 
ended, all the forepart of the sea was in an in-
stant turn'd to dry land, and Inda.mora with her ~on-­
tributary· ladies descended into the room, and mnde 
their entry. 'Phen, for intormedi11m:. the music he-
gan again ••• ·' A song was sung end then the 
masque~s havin~ reposed, dnnced their second dance, 
after which, 'the {.lueF.ln·heinr; seated under the State 
by the King, the scene was changed into the true 
'I'emple. of Chaste Love, r a magni.f'lcent building which 
had satyrs instead of columns and seemed to be of 
bul"nished gold. Into th:i.:J Temple ontered Sunesi.s and 
Thelema, who, a8sisted by the choru~~, sang a dialogue 
on the joining together of Will and Reason in Love. 
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During the singing of this song a cloud comes down 
from heaven, opens, and out of it comes (;haste Love.,, 
crowned ~-ri th laurel and holding two lau.rel garlands 
in his hnnd. As he descends, the cloud closes and 
ascends heavenwards. Then r!ha.ste Love, Sunesis, 
Thelema, Divine Poesy, Orpheus and the rest of the 
poets, ·e;o up towards the State, while the great 
chorus follows behind them acnompanying their pro-
gres8 with a sonG• This done, they retire again 
to the scene~ Indamora and the ladies ber\in the 
rev0ls with the King and 1ords, which continue for 
most of the nie;ht.7I 
Even though D1 Avenant wrote mediocre poetry, his masque 
had mo:re unity and design than Shirley's, Carew•s, or Town-
send's. D'Avenant's masques have an exotic and oriental 
sotting. He treats love as platonic. Both he and Jones 
were greatly affected by Italian and French influences. 
'l'hey are all, .for ex::i.myile, very similar in form to the 
I 
7:'rench ~sllr~!:_;_ melodrama tlauo, which was poLrnlar in Paris from 
about 1610 to 1621.72 
Jones and D' Avenant' s r~r~t_annia Triumphans, presented 
by the King on Twelfth Night 1638, "makes it clear that the 
approximation to the foreign type of' entertainment was by 
no1,; an accepted fact: and again :i.n this masque we find 
striking borrowinr;s from Parit:,i. 11 73 
wnritanocles, the rrlory of the western world 
hath hy his wisdom, valour, and piety, not only 
vindicated his own, but fnr distant seas • • • and 
reduc'd the land, by his example, to a real know-
ledrr,t.:i of all good acts e.nd s c1oncos •. Tt1ese emi~ent 
act.';, ·:~ellorophon, in a wlse pity, wi1Linr;1y would 
preserve r~om devoutin~ tlme ••• and ~ivea a 
comma.nd to r,'nme, i,..rho ho th nlready sproad them abr>oad 
th ct t she should now n t homo, if thero cnn be any 
--------·-----
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maliciously insensible awake: them from their pre-
tended sleep, that even they with the large yet still 
increasing number of the good and loyal may mutually 
admire and rejoice in our hs.ppiness ~' 
The first scene showed ~nr;lish houses 'inter-
mixt with trees' and·a distant view of London. Into 
this scene came Action and Imposture, and after 
some dialoeue, in which Action complains of 
' ., • ., such as imputE-~ 
A.tyrannous intent to heavenly powers, 
And that their tyranny alone did point 
At men, as if the fawn and kid were made 
To frisk and caper out their time, and it 
Were sin in us to dBnce •• •' 
they 8.re followed by Merlin who invokes ancient 
imposters, and then 'The whole Scene was trans-
f"or•med into a horrid hell, the further part 
t~rmi.nating in a flam:inr: precipice, an.cl the nearer 
parts expressing the suburbs, from whence enter 
the severol Antimasques.' There wer~ six entries 
of the8£:> ant imasr;ues, one of which was an entry 
of 1 1".ock rru:dc of S persons,' which is reminiscent 
of the entries of r;rotesque musicians in the 
Ti'rench bnl1et. Af'teP the nntimasques ar0 ended 
Belerophon arrives, and ~~ain Merlin makos an 
invocation at which the holl vanishes, and there 
nppears in its stead a forest and a c:-\s tle, the 
3cene of a 'mock Roma.mm.' /\fter this little 
rmrlesque had been enacted, Imposture departed, 
and 'in the further part of the Scene, the earth 
open'd and there rose up a richly adorn'd palace, 
seaming all of Goldsmiths' work, with porticoes 
vaulted on pillasters running far in: the pillasters 
were silver of rustic work, their bases and capitols 
of gold. In the midst was the principal entrance, 
and a gate: the doors' leaves of bass-relief, with 
jambs and frontispiece all of gold. /\bove the:rn 
ran an architrave, freize, and cornice of the ~w.me; 
the freiz~ enricht with jewels; this lV.)';'.'e up a 
ballestrata, in the midst of wh1ch, upon a hip;h 
tower with many windows, stood Fame ~ ~ • in on0 
hand f) golden tr11.mpet, in the other an olive n:nrlt·tnd 
• • When this palaco was arrived to the hoigYc, 
the whole scene was chnn~0d into a Poristilium of 
two orders, Doric and Ionic, with their several 
ornaments seem:i.ng of white marble, the l1ases and 
capita.ls of gold; this, .i oining with tho former, 
having so many returns, openings!} and windows, 
mi~ht well be known for the plorious Palace of 
Fame.' The chorus of poets entered, F'ame sane;, 
and 'the Masquers came for th of tho Per is t:tli1un .• 
and stood on each side, and nt that instant the 
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gate of the Palace open 1 d and Britanocles appeared 
••• ~ The Palace sinks, and Fame remaining 
hovering in the air, rose on her wings singing, 
and was hidden in the clouds.' The m&squers then 
descend into the room, and the scene changes to 
Britain; Merlin invokes a new chorus or modern 
poets, who make their address to the Queen. Again 
the scene changes and shows a sea and a haven 
with a citadel on the rocks, 'from whence the sea.-
nymph Galatea came waving forth, riding on the 
midst of the sea, the dolphin stayed, and she 
sung, with a G'.norus of music • • • • Which done, 
she gently past away, floating on the waves as 
she came in. After this, some ships were discern'd 
sailing afar off several Hays, and in the end a 
great fleet was discovered, which passing by with 
a side wind, tackt about, and with a prosperous 
gale 0ntered into the haven, thi~ continuin~ to 
entertain the sight whilst the dancing lasted. 1 74 
Jones and D'Avenant presented Salmacida Spolia, the 
lnst r:ourt masque before the outbreak of' the Civil P'lr., on 
,January 21, 16!iO. Both the King e.nd tho C:::u.e0n dancerl in it. 
It hnd many chanp;es of s cennry, and it is said that 11 some 
of Inigo Jones' grandest feats were produced on this oc~asion. 11 75 
'A curtain flying up, a horrid scene appeared 
of storm and tempest; no gl:Lmpse of the sun was 
seen, as if darkness, confusion, and deformity, 
had possesst the world, and driven light to heaven, 
the trees bending, as forced by a gust of wind, 
their branches rent from their trunks, and some 
tm•n up by the roots: afar off was a dark wrought 
sea, with rolling billows, breaking against the 
rocks, with rain, lightnin;\ and thunder: in the 
midst was a globe of the earth, which at an instant 
fall in." on fire, was turnfld into a Pury, her hai.r 
upright, mixt with snakes, her body lean, wrinkled, 
and of a swarthy colour • • • in her hand she brandlsht 
a sable torch, and lookinp; askance w-? th hollow t=}n-
vlous eyes, csme down into the room.' This Fury 
then invoked evil spirits to bring discord throu~h-
out' I_~ngland, and at her surnnwns throe others entered, 
and togbther they danced a wild antlmasque. This 
711 Ibid., ·pp." 2JJ•23_5 •.. 
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being past, the scene changed into a landscape, 
showing all such things as might express a country 
at peace, rich and fruitful, and out of the heavens 
came a silver chariot, in which were two people, 
Concord, a woman, and a young man in a carnation 
costume signifying the Good Genius of Great Britian. 
'Being arrived at the ea.rth, and descended from the 
chariot, they sing this short dialogue, and then 
departed several ways to incite the beloved people 
to honest pleasures and recreations, which have 
ever been peculiar to this nation. 
BOTH. Oh who but he could thus endure 
To live, and ~overn in a sullen age, 
When it is hnrder far to cure, 
The People's folly than resist their rage?' 
(All this alludes to the controversy that arose 
over the Book of Srorts.) Af'ter that f'ollowed 
nineteen entries o antimasques, in the first of 
whi.ch appeared an 'operator,' who distributed :r"ecipes 
and 'many other rare secrets' some of which wer"·) 
literally translated from the recipes in the BRllet 
de la Faire Saint-Germain. 
-- -,if'he Antimasques beins~ past, all the Scene 
was chan,o;ed into crap:p;y rocks and inaccessible 
mountains, in the upper parts where any earth could 
fasten, were some trees, but of strange forms, such 
e.s only grow ·in remote par•ts of the Alps, and in 
desolate places; the farthest of these was hollow 
in the midst, and _seemed to be cut through by art, 
as the Pausilipo near Naples, and so high as the 
top pierced the clotl.ds, all which represented the 
difficult was which heroes are to pass ere they 
come to the throne of Honour.• The Chorus of the 
beloved people came out led by Concord and the 
Good Genius; they advanced up to the State, greet-
ing the Queen Mother in song, and presenting an-
other poem inviting the appearance of the King on 
the thron0 of Honour. (In the libretto this poem 
is headed tTo be printed not sung,' another sign 
of French influence, for many of the literary re-
mains of the French ballet were programmes lntended 
for distribution amonp the r:mdience, not songs to 
he recited or sun~.) When the chorus had done this, 
they returned to the stnp:e and divided, six on each 
side, while the further part of the scnne disappeared, 
and the central rock opened and revealed Cf1arles 
and the other masquers·seated upon the throne of 
honour. _While the chorus greeted with an outburst 
of song the appearance of the King, a great cloud 
of various colours came down from the sky, obliterating 
in its descent the throne <:>f honour, and in th.ts 
cloud WAre seated Queen Henrietta Maria and her 
ladies, dressed as Amazons. 'When this heavenly 
seat touched the earth, the King's Majesty took 
out the Queen, and the lords the ladies~ and came 
down into the room, and danc•t their entry.' 
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The dramatic business of the masque was over, 
not 'SO the spectacular effects devised by Inigo 
,Jon")S: for when the Kin.g and Queen were seated in 
the throne of StBte, the scene chanr.:ed, and there 
was displayed a prospect of London with bridges 
ro:1n13 over the Thames Bnd people pfassing to and 
f1'0 over' the bridges. 'Phe proceedings ended with 
a Preat galaxy of deities descending in various 
clouds. 'The invention •. ornnment, scenes and apparitions, 
with thei.r descriptions, were made by Inigo Jones, 
Surveyor Gene:rr;J. of His Ma .tefl ty' s works. Whn t waB 
spo!:::en or sun.r;, by William D' avena.nt,_, Her MaJest.y' g 
servant. ~~he subject was set down by them both,.' 7 
Al thoueh it has been said thn t at Sa~r·m~Jda §polia 
their Me.jesties 11 were as full of enthusiasm for masques as 
ever they had been in the past, ••• it is quite clear 
tbat a storm r,.;as brewing 11 77 in opposition to them. What 
had happened to the masque as a form of art, between 1605 
and 16L~O? What were the social conditions contributj.ng to 
the opposition against the masque? Many of these questions 
can be answered by examini.ng the respective philosophies 
of Jonson and Jones in relation to the masque. In these 
may lie the reasons for its decline and for its not oecoming 





Although Jonson often p;a.ve .Tones proper credit and noted 
his inventiveness in masques--such as in The Masgue of 
Blackness, HY!l}enae:i., The Hadel ingt...2.!.!:. Ma.sg,µ,<2_, and The Masque 
of 9ueens--there were many colla.horations in which he made 
no mention at a:ll a.bout the latter's creations. Jonson 
repeatedly failed to attribute any of the success of their 
·ma8ques to Jones. Actual mention of Jones' name on the 
title page of a masque text along with Jonson's did not 
come until 1630 in ~ove' s Triumph through Ce.llipolis. Here 
his name followed Jonson's, as it.did later in Chloridia. 
Jones, however, had gained considerable prestige at Court 
by 1630 since the earlier Jacobean days whfln Jonson :i.•eceived 
the benefits of the King's patronar;e, and wns now in a 
position to demand fairer tr·ea.tment from his partner than 
he had heretofore received. Jones thought that he should 
be allowed to make the decisions for the partnership, and 
bo felt that his name should precede Jonson's on the title 
page since he now cons·idered himself" to be the more im-
portant of the two. 
It is said that Jonson's and Jones' "a.:r-tistic ideals 
were incomputible, and it wns their very de·votion to their 
respective arts that made peace betveen them impossible."l 
Although Jonson and Jones has quarrelled often during the 
years of partnership, they had always been able to patch 
their differences. Finally the differences became irrecon-
cilable, and the partnership dissolved after the completion 
of Chloridia in 1631. Not willing to submit to Jones 
wishes, Jonson became the victim of his partner's dicta-
torial nuthority ih Court entertainment. Jonson lost his 
choice position at Court as a result of his partner's enmity. 
He was not asked to write another masque for the Court 
after 1631. Although their final conflict actually lay 
deeper, as we shall see, than the superficial disagreement 
over tho plac<')mcnt of names, Sir tTohn Pory r,a.ve the following 
reason for the break-up in a letter written on January 12, 
1632, to Sir John Puckering: 
The last Sunday, at night, the King's Masque 
!.~Albion's '11rium~h J was acted in the Banqueting 
ifouse • .. .. .he inventor or poet of this Masque 
was Mr,. J\urelian r.I1ownsend, sometimes to the T"ord 
Treasu.rer Salisbury; Ben .Jonson bsinr; for this time 
discarded, by reason of the predominant power of 
his antagonist, Inigo Jones, who this time twelve-
month was anr;ry with him f'o:r> putting his own name 
before his in the title-pn~e, which Ben Jonson 
made the subject of a bitter satire or two against 2 -Inlgo. 
It was previously mentioned that the masque reached its 
hirshest point of development through the joint efforts of 
,Jonson. and Jones. 'rhroughout their partnership, and con-
lwelsford, p. 220. 
2,y. Alfred Got~h, Ini~.£ .ronos (London, 1928 j, pp. lL~C)-
lSO. 
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tinuing through the pre-Civil War-Caroline. period, the. poets 
and.scenic designers were involved in an almost continuous 
struggle over whether the masque would be predominantly 
a dramatic performance or a beautiful spectacle. Inasmuch 
as Jonson and Jones dominated r,ourt entertainment during 
the reigns of two Kings, they, mor•e · than any others of' 
the period, represent the two opposing philosophies of 
the emphasis in the masque .. 
Jonson was a. poet of classical learning. As a man of 
both dramatic and poetic abilities, he thought that the 
masque should possess artistic unity. He based his themes 
on classical mythology and allegory. He w~nted everything 
in the performance true to classical antiquity. Costuming, 
sets, and actions ought to conform to tradition. "To Ben 
Jonson the masque was not a grand display of scenic splen-
dour, it was a dramatic poem with spectacular and musical 
elements. 11 3 
.Jones was interested in neither the literary not the 
dramatic qualities of' the masque. He thought that the 
heart of the masque lay in its beautiful scenery, ingenious 
."lachines, and spectacular surprises. 
One of his ambitions was to emulate the marvelous 
spectacular effects devised by Italian artists 
• • • • To Jones the masque wa$ a grand spectacle, 
Bnd he seems to hR.ve been insensitlve to its poetic 
and dramatic aspects, although occasionally his 
descriptions of' scenery show gleamr of imagination 
and are written in vigorous prose.4 
3welsford,p. 175. 
Li Ibid. , p. 1 7i1 .• 
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.Jonson wanted to create a masque that would become a 
lasting literary work. Jones wa.nted to create a masque o:f 
spectacular pleasures enjoyed momentarily.· · The delight o:f 
seeing a moving sea. on stage, the effects o:f a rock bursting· 
open to the sound of loud·music, the splendor o:f colorful 
costumes, and other imaginative creations appealed to the 
audience, but they were not lasting ·Or immortal as was the 
text of the masque. Jonson wrote with an ·appeal to the· 
intellect. Jones designed with thoughts of appealing to 
the senses. Jonson, therefore, believed that his con-
tribution to the masque was the more important element of 
it simply because it was the permanent part, capable of 
being enjoyed many times after the actual performance. 
Although Jonson weighed the poetics or· the masque 
against the scenic, 11 the fact remains that audiences 
derived their impressions not so much from the words spoken 
or sung as from the glorious settings and the scintillating 
costumes. 11 5' It is evident that the masque.was not meant 
primarily to be a drama~ic performance. 1'.n e.ny final and 
fair analysis, the scenic aspect was certainly the part of 
the masque that appealed most immediately to the courtly 
guests. 
Even as early as 1610 there were obvious signs of 
rivalry between Jonson and Jones. By this date, Jones' 
· prestige had become more elevated. In the preface to 
5'Nicoll, Stuart Masques~~ Henaissance ~age,, p.23. 
'Y; this :rwsque, wrote a veiled a ttaek ag:::t inst .Jons on' s ideas 
0 -" 
' J. \·!hDt a masaue ought to be when he reflected Jones• 
1Jhilosophy. Suppo::-'ting Jones' ideas, he wrot:e: 
In these thin~s, wherein the only life ~onsists 
in show, tho art and invention of the architect 
gives the r;i:'oato3t grace nnd is of the most importance; 
ours the poet's the least part, a9d of les.st note 
in th~ time of performance thereof .. a 
Daniel alloi.ved Jones to turn the masque into one groat 
extravaganza.7 Tasting what it was like to be in a superior 
position, Jones was never ar;ain willing to al1ow .Tonson to 
have full control of the masque. Jones was .be coming more 
of a rival than a partner. 
As it has been pointed out in the previous chapter, 
the greatest scenic and dramatic development of the masque 
occurred during the Jacobean period. At its height, the 
de'r(~lopment was "inspired almost wholly by the poetic 
r;enius of :'en ,Jonson and carried out by the inventive talents 
f I • T th 1 • t h • t t II 8 0 n1go uones, 0 King S arc l ec • Both elements of 
the masque--the scenic and the literary-~were held as 
equally in balance as possible. The antimasque was kept in 
a subordinate position to the rest of the performance. 
During the reip_;n of' James I, .Jonson wrote twenty of 
the thirty-seven masques that were presented at Court. 
6Lawrence, I, 99. 
7welsford, pp. 190-191. 
Anh 11-. ~1· b th 
·oc e in~, ~ .. iza e _an Playwrights, p. 23}+. 
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Jonson ~as one of the few writors who tried to develop a 
By about 1617; r:10st of the writers 
of t:he :118.nq ue, ~d. t11 the except.ion of Jons on, were in ere as-
in~ the Rrotesque dances in the m~sque. The writers who 
.311 r:"n,;r1ed .Jon:1on. -,,.r::rnt•3d "to omu1nte the blznrre incon-
seq 1.w n eo of trw 'i<'roneh b:il1o t-mnr:ci u.orrtclo • 
• 
Mor~t 
1·1tn:r ir::13riues :1i:owod the incre~1~1nc'l popularity of th0 nnti-
Rnther thnn keop the n~timns0uo subordinute to 
·;roi-iortjo:J. 
:~ Jo·1:'.:\~1' s l•r11''L'1°!1"f-" O"i 1·,)·1.0. ·~Jf1<>'(1lJ.'"' 0'(•;•":·1·1-.nrl at· (rv.n•t 
.. . \ , '·· \,_., •-' . l . ( . \,; 1 , t -1 C'"J ) ~.. a<.il....~ . \. (. ,, •, . 1 ,I , 
i\s it 1:.r:::; po.i~:1tnd out, 
.:;tnr··n 
• 1 f'to:r ,1o:nnn cli.8contln!1cd wY':it1n;:r rnasquos, they lost most 
"Tndeecl the trftn1 o li ternr.'r v ·11.tw of the 
·t .,., ",., ,., f' r)'r'"l'' i i ')rl " ,. ,, ,., "' r~ !I] .l 
• / t ~, ) • \ _ , I r ~. ,• •• \ • ' I .~ , , . , • , ~ 
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and Salmacidn Snolln were written the _ _,,_ _ .h ___ _ masque 
hao. come to be little more than an operatic panto:nLne. 11 12 
Pro~ the time of Henry mas0ues could be either 
. l ,., ~1~9- G porror~An~es or elaboec:tc :me ctacle.'.3. 
:·u::cr•t.'1i:imont, shn fn1;'.1'l Lt ric·1',':::.,nr~,r t.o li:··r:i. 4. i-·~x1·~;nditures 
C)l:J 1 :1.d_"j __ t() J'ren11en_ tt1,~rn. 'J lztl.hcth did not. ene·l:J r·a:·c: 
()ecr:i.~J j.,)t-1:11.1·_\' _, 
·,:·\tc~rtri l.·-r~1r~nt tbnt onl" the !''rc:·,·1n r:ou.lJ ::tfforcl. the cost. 
---------------------·---------·--------·-· ---· -----------
l ·,I 




''l-:trv:l ier3 o st imn to::; that tllo avorae:.e co.'.J t J'or a C:ou:et 
m~c~:i:i 1 Je rv~fore 161.~0 ':ms about /;::,ooo.15 i-'lar;r /\n1os Sullivan 
'"(1:.~rt. 
;)'-w estimates 11 th:,•~. the 
~=thou t. ")?, J()() in torbv as monoy.17 
;""\ -,·r !'""\ :Yl'l_.)-l {') fJl', )(). r.1 ri, ,. ... '·. \ l (\ f) '1' 
' > '> • I - 't . ~. "·' ' __ :_'..'.. :_...:,_• _ _'_~.:._.-:. .:_·_ ?1owo e:1 eos t . ., l:r 
, I'· 
,3 •. ·no.1.·· ,Jamc:1 srF~nt a11ou·:· . 1: ,00:1 for the 
'Tl:c masqu.e 
,non (brd;:-rec~n :·100,000 n'lc1 :'::00 1 0CJ1'· in tot'ir:1y 1 s ·nonev) .. 
r·, ~ . ~ ! . :· j. r, r' i· r·1 (•" ... (' 'J.' ,. ~. l 9 
' '- j . • . -· ' • ) ·-~ "' 
1 6- : n :-· .· /\ ;71 n n ;; u l J iv n r; , 
''n:.·;<, 1')1'._i, p. 1l:r). 
·1" 
. - '7t1, l ·: 
i),._, i :i. \T:I n, 
:·e ~"'.U tv ______ _.._ 
'l'l 10 totn.1 oxp1! nd I tui · 
] ~ ! . ) ) ' 
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ing sum of £21,000. This was the most elaborate and 
expensive single masque ever staged. Intended as a 
retaliation against the Puritan Prynne 1 s accusations 
against the expense of the masque, it cost between f.?525,000 
to '.i';900, 000 in our money today. 21 The Truimph of Peace 
was followed by further reaction from the Cavaliers in the 
f'orm of other gorgeous and costly masques, among which were 
Coelum Britanicum and f'inally Salmacida Spolia. 
The Christmas masques were traditionally paid out of 
the Exchequer. It gave Anne,f-J,000 f'or The Masque.£!: Black-
!.!£..S~ in 160.5. Lord Haddington' s Masque cost about .. E 3, 600. 22 
The three wedding masques for Princess Elizabeth drained the 
funds of the Exchequer to the limits.23 
In tho later Stuart period, it is said that a masque 
might cost between £5,000 to f20,ooo. 2L1. · This enormous 
expense seems even more unreasonable when one remembers that 
a masque was seldom if ever given more than once. Occasionally 
there were two performances, but that was the exception. The 
cost of the production and the many weeks of work that 
had consumed the efforts oi' many to prepare the masque were 
gone within a few hours. The more elaborate the entertain-
ment, of course, the greater the expenses became. 
21sullivan, p. 14h. 
22Akri~g,. p. 151. 
23rb· 4 i,.,c ~., p. :J7• 
24Lawrence, I, 100. 
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Preceding and following the masque, a banquet was 
held. Although not a part of the main entertainment, it 
formed an expected beginning and conclusion to the evening's 
mer1 ... iment. On some occasions, the Court served refresh-
ments at intervals during the masque. '11his, too, imposed a 
tremendous expansion on already ballooning costs. 
One of the strongest prevailing forces against the 
masque was the Puritans. During Charles I's reign, they 
disapproved of it and attacked it zealously. Although all 
forms of entertainment fell to their disfavor and abuse 
on religious and moral grounds, the Court masque represented 
the heir,ht of luxurious diversion. Masques were very ex-
pensive, they thought, and uselessly wastoi'ul. About 
16Jti., William Prynnc, a law clerk, who eventually lost 
h:is ears as punishrnent, 25 wrote Histriomastix, a rather 
volatile Puritan treatise attacking stage performances in 
general and the masque at Court in particular. In the 
discourse, Prynne wrote, "Plays and Masques have been wel-
nigh as expensive as the Wars. 11 26 Histriomastix included 
charr"';es a.p;ainst Henry VIII, who it s c.olded i'or having 
11 spont infinite sum.mes of mony upon Stap;e-playes, Masques, 
and such like prodir;a.11 Sf?.ewes 0nd Pageants. 11 27 
Prynne represented the Puritan attitude in its 
most belligerent and mali~nant mood, and the accidental 
c:'i.rcumstance that Queen. Tionrietta Ma:ria. did actua.11v 
take a part in a harmless pastoral play, Th~ Shepberdst 
2.5.£\krigg, p. 2lto. 
26Tha.ler, p. 156. 
27 Ibid. 
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Paradise, penned by one of her gentlemen in waiting 
especially to give Her Majesty and her French ladies 
some exercise in the difficult English language, 
gave certain passages of Prynne 1 s book the character 
of a personal attack. The unhappy zealot was cruelly 
punished; and this, together with the heartless 
and ill-timed r,ayety of the court in this masque . 
[The Tri~ of Peace] marks one of those points 28 
of breaking, soon to brine the nation to civil war. 
As a form of art, the masque had decayed from within. 
It lost its meaning and purpose, which, from the be8inning: 
H8.::: the dance. The dance had always been central to the 
masque and its reason for existence. G-radually, though, the 
masque had turned into a meaningless performance with no 
other purpose than the staging of an elaborate spectacle. 
The one or two times that the masque was given did not 
ji.tstif'y the time and money needed to produce it. Nor did 
tho very limited and exclusive. audiences who viewed the 
performance justi.fy the extrav1:1.c;ance. Althoup;h the people 
were truced to provide an increasingly expensive diversion 
to a select Cou.rt audience, they themselves were not able 
to indulge in enjoying the entertainment. The masque r·e-
presented a form of entertainment that was, because of its 
costs, the exclusive privilege of the upper classes 
Thus, the masque was a victim of the Puritans, extra-
v~ur.ant costs, and artistic de cay. Miss Wels.ford states that 
"the masque even at its best w11:3 an attempt rather than 
an achievement • . . which 
and permanent value • • • • 
28scholling, p. 248. 
29l4elsford, p. 211li-. 
never quite eained an intrinsic 
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For• all practical purposes, the masque, as it is thought 
of today, came to an end with the Civil War. The last 
official masque at Court before Charles' death was Salmac1da1 
Spolia in 1640. "With the fall of the Stuart monarchy the ' 
social conditions which made the masque possible came to 
an end, and the few masques which were performed a:rter• this 
date are merely belated examples of a :form of a.rt that had 
long lost its raison d'etre. 11 30 
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Vit 3. 
I was born in Richmond, Virginia, on February 7, 1945. 
Having lived my first six years in the South, I moved with 
my mother and stepfather to Kansn.s City, Kansas. We later 
moved to Kansas City, Missouri.., where I completed elementary 
school, and graduated in 1960 from North Kansas City High 
Scb.ool. 
In September 1960, I returned to enter the University 
of' Richmond. There I majored in English literature, and 
had related studies in history. I attended three summer 
sessions, and, in August 1963, I was graduated Bachelor of 
Arts. 
Following graduation, I moved to Williamsburg, Virginia, 
e.nd taur;ht public school in York County, just outside 
Williamsburg, f'or the next two years. The first year I 
taught social studies and English to grade six at Dare 
Intermediate;·the second year I taught Enellsh to grade 
nine and English and Virginia history to grade seven at 
Yorktown Intermediate. I was the sponsor of the school 
newspaper, ~he Golc!_ Quill. a.t Yorktown. 
While living in Williamsburg, I was employed as a 
p;uide in the exhibition buildings during the summer and 
partime in the w Lnter• by nolonial Williamsburg. In costume, 
I conducted visitors through the Wren Buildinp; and the 
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Capitol. 
On December 23, 1967, I was married to Joan Henry, 
formerly of Hopewell, Virginia. We met while she, too, 
was living in Williamsburg and teaching in York County. 
We have a St. Bernard named Heidi, weighing in at about 
100 pounds. 
Returning to Alma Mater in September 1968, I began. 
graduate work in Enp;lish literature. I shall graduate 
Mnster of Arts at the 1969 Summer School commencement. 
I'1y thesis is entitled The Masque, ~ Cour•tly Entertainment. 
In August we shall move to North Miami, Florida, where 
I shall be teaching English at North Mia.mi Senior High 
School. 
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